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Preface
The recreational golfer. That’s you, that’s me. We’re in it to

have fun—having a good time in the outdoors with our friends,
hitting some good shots, having friendly competition at the local
club. Golf is our recreation, our release from the demands of daily
life. Yet, we want to be as good a player as we can be.
There’s no end to the instructional material available to you—
books, magazines, DVDs, TV shows. All of it counts, all of it’s
valuable, and all of it will help. But there’s so much of it. How do
you sort through that mass of information to find the few things
you have time to practice that will make the biggest difference in
the way you play?
It’s hard, but this book is the solution. I’ve boiled the game
down to its essence and discovered what you have to practice and
how to practice it so that golf ’s four basic skills become yours.
What are those skills?
They are: to have a calm mind, to hit the ball straight, to get
the ball on the green from short ranges, and to get the ball in the
hole quickly once it’s on the green.
ix
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Better Recreational Golf presents a number of easy exercises,
many of which can be done at home, that offer instruction in these
four areas and more.
Because having a calm mind is probably the most important
golfing skill of all, you’ll get clear instruction on that throughout
the book. Two simple exercises, the Tempo Exercise and the Impact
Exercise, will teach you to build a swing that does hit the ball
straight. You’ll learn the Four Basic Shots of the short game that
allow you to handle the bulk of short game situations with confidence and skill. And, you’ll learn how to teach yourself a controlled
putting stroke and how to truly read greens.
I know that your job, family, other interests, and even playing
golf leave little time for practicing. But this book shows how you
can learn these four skills in the time you have.
By devoting yourself to practice a few minutes a day at home and
supplementing that with a few hours at the range every week, you’ll
notice great improvement in your golfing skills in just a few months.
I’m a recreational golfer myself. I play about once or twice a
week, and hit the range once or twice in the interim. I shoot in the
low 80s and dip into the 70s several times a year. I reached that
level by doing the things that are in these pages, which are really
notes to myself that I’m sharing with you.
I wrote this book over a four-year period by remembering
what worked on the course or at the range and writing it in my
notes when I got home. If it continued to work, I kept it. If it was
a one-day wonder, out it went.
What’s left are the principles and advice I take to the course
that I know will not let me down and will give me the best chance
to get the ball into the hole as soon as possible.
Whatever is in this book is there because I can say I tried it and
it works, and if you try it, it will work for you, too.
Play well and have fun.
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1

Practicing and Learning
Since you choose to spend your valuable leisure hours playing

golf, there’s no reason why you shouldn’t play it as well as you can.
That calls for practice. No doubt you’ve already spent a considerable number of hours practicing to become as good as you are. To
get better means more practice; this takes more time.
Time. There’s the catch. Even if you want to practice more
than you do now, competing demands on your time get in the way.
There’s also the issue, which I suggest you face honestly, of how
much of a practicer you are. There’s no point in setting out on a
practice plan that is based more on good intentions than on your
willingness to see it through.
Fortunately, you can put in serious practice in just a few minutes a day. In the East, there’s a story about changing a cup of dark
tea into clear water by putting one drop of water into the cup at a
time. At first, the water looks as dark as ever, but if you keep putting
water into the cup, a drop at a time, the tea will eventually become
clear. Practicing for ten or fifteen minutes every day are your drops of
clear water. Do this, and eventually you will see real improvement.
1

2 practice and learning
To make a practice plan pay off and be something you will
pursue, these are some helpful guidelines. First, make a practice
session have a purpose. One purpose might be to learn a new
technique. Correcting a problem or working on a technical point is
another one. Maintaining your skills would be a third. Regardless,
if you always start off with a purpose in mind, you’ll learn more
and be more willing to practice the next time.
Second, make practice enjoyable. For a home practice session,
select a few skills to practice and rotate through them several times,
switching skills every few minutes, to keep your mind engaged.
You can even take a break and go somewhere else in the house for
a few minutes, then come back and resume.
At the range, create skill games to master, games just outside
your ability that you can grow into. Have several games so, as at
home, you can switch between them to keep your practice fresh.
When you get good at one game, make it harder or invent a new
one. Keep practice interesting so it never gets stale.
Third, reserve a time every day, the same time by the clock, to
do your practicing. When that time comes, practice. The people
I’ve known who have mastered their talent all say that this is one
rule they follow absolutely. Saying, “I’ll practice this sometime today,” is the same as saying, “I’m not going to practice today.”
Without a regular time that’s been set aside, you’ll get in the
habit of letting other things get in the way and find out a week
later that you hadn’t practiced at all.
Finally, it’s important to keep practicing even after you have
attained the improvement you were looking for. When you’re learning something new, practice is fun because the thrill of discovery
motivates you. Once you’ve learned that new technique, start looking into it deeper. There’s always a way you can do something
better and more consistently.
We know we need to practice every day, but the question remains, what quantity of practice do we put in on a given technique? That depends on what you’re trying to do. To maintain a
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skill, practice it several times a week at home, complemented by a
few minutes at the range once a week. To improve on that skill,
practice it every day, and every time you go to the range, until you
see the improvement you’re looking for.
To correct a problem, practice your drill for several minutes until you are getting the results you want and are in a groove. Walk
away for ten minutes. Come back and do the same drill until you are
in the groove again. Walk away, come back a half hour later, and do
the drill once more. Keep this routine up daily until the old way has
disappeared altogether and the new way has become your habit.
This will take time. I once had a flaw in my stance that led to
inconsistent ball striking. It took me five months of practicing like
this to correct it for good.
Learning a new shot takes the most practice. Say you want to
learn how to fade your irons. It will take several hundred shots just
to be able to learn how to hit the shot correctly. It will take that
many again to be able to hit the shot correctly on command.
Don’t think you have to hit those hundreds of shots all at once,
though. Just as correcting an old habit takes time, so does learning
a new one. Devote half your bucket to the shot you’re working on
each time you visit the range. By persevering, you’ll get to the point
where you can hit this new shot whenever you choose.
When you’re at the range to work on your swing, keep in mind
you’re there to develop a quality swing, not just to hit golf balls.
The success of a good shot lies in the swing, not in where the ball
went. Ball flight is the indicator of the quality of your swing.
Regardless of whether you’re hitting grass, daisies, golf balls, or
the air, a good swing is a good swing. However, when the clubhead
flashes through impact, it’s moving so fast that we can’t tell by looking if the swing delivered the clubface back to the ball both square
and on line. By hitting a golf ball and observing its flight, we determine exactly what the clubface was doing at impact. That’s the
point of hitting golf balls.
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The flight of the golf ball is governed by these two rules. The
ball will start out primarily in the direction the clubface was facing
at impact. The ball will curve according to the angle of the clubface
at impact, relative to the direction the club was traveling. The chart
below shows you how to read your ball flight to find out what the
clubhead was doing at impact.
The Clubface at Impact and the Resulting Ball Flight
Alignment
of Clubface*

Path of Club
Inside out

Straight

Outside in

Closed

Hook

Draw

Duck hook

Square

Push

Straight

Pull

Push fade

Fade

Slice

Open

* In relation to path

Remember about having a purpose to your practice, the more
specific the better. Don’t just hit balls. Work on something specific.
If it’s a technical point, work on just one. By working on two or
more, you can end up not giving any of them sufficient attention.
It will help to write down beforehand what you want to work
on. When you’re finished, write down your impressions of what
you did that was successful.
Work on that point by swinging without a ball until the swing
thought you have regarding it turns into a swing feeling. That is, the
conscious thought of what you want to do becomes a movement
that you feel. When that’s been done, go ahead and hit a ball, but
with only the swing feeling in mind. Repeat this process without
taking shortcuts.
Your practice of a technique truly begins only when you perform it right for the first time, so repeat it long after you think
you’ve learned it. Learning something new requires overlearning.
Grooving the new technique today doesn’t mean you can do it right
off the bat tomorrow. You’re working to develop golfing habits that
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become automatic, so that on the course your mind can focus on
what to do rather than how to do it.
This mental aspect of playing is discussed in depth in Chapter 2. For now, understand that learning to swing with a processfree and results-free state of mind is as vital a part of your practice
as swing techniques are.
In the course of going through the bucket you might become
aware that you’re just beating balls. You know, you hit one, glance at
where it went, pull over another ball without moving your feet, hit
again. If so, stop. Put down the club and go sit on a bench. Let your
mind relax. Then step up again, make a few easy warm-up swings to
get your mind back on the point of your practice, and continue.
I recommend that you not hit too many balls. There will come
a time when your concentration begins to fade and the point of
what you’re there to practice gets lost. Hitting more balls from then
on is counterproductive. A bucket of 30 balls, intelligently used,
should be sufficient for one day.
When you step over to the practice green to practice short
shots and putting, your concern switches to getting the ball in the
hole, or as close to it as you can—you practiced the mechanics of
these shots at home.
Warm up a particular shot by hitting not to any target, but just
to get the stroke working well. At that point, start in on the skill
games found in Chapters 4 and 5 or ones you’ve made up yourself.
Stay at the green until you get the results you want. When you
leave, you’ll have a feeling of successful execution in your subconscious mind, which creates confidence.
Practice creates learning. Learning defines practice. By steadily
practicing the right things, in the right way, you will learn, and you
will improve.
The next four chapters present you with exercises you can do
at home and at the range. Just a few minutes a day, every day, is all
the time they require. All the exercises in these four chapters are
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listed in Chapter 8 in a way that allows you to determine the size
of the practice program you want to create for yourself. Several of
them are recommended for every recreational golfer. Those who
want only to play a comfortable social game can stick to that basic
set. Golfers who wish to go further can target specific areas of their
game for improvement by consulting the relevant list.

7

2

Fundamentals
Consistency—the Holy Grail of golf. “Just give me a consis-

tent swing,” you say, “and I can play this game.” But I’ll bet you
play consistently right now. You might swing the club the same
way time after time, and get consistent results, but are they the results you want? What you want is to hit your best shots consistently. To do that, master the following four fundamentals.
The first fundamental is having a calm mind over every shot,
which will allow the body to function in the way it has been taught.
A tense or agitated mind creates doubt and worry, which prevent
your body from performing at its best.
The second fundamental is the setup. A good result comes
only from a good start. Your setup can lead you into a good stroke
or doom the shot before you’ve even moved the club.
The third fundamental is tempo and rhythm. Golfers of all
abilities talk about swinging instead of hitting. We all know that’s
what we should do, but how? By finding the best tempo for you,
and the rhythm it creates, and sticking to it.
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The fourth fundamental is impact. No matter how good your
swing looks or feels, it means nothing if it doesn’t line up the clubface at impact.
Golf has numerous technical points beyond these fundamentals which cannot be overlooked. Even though your fundamentals
are sound, if you have a slice swing, you’ll keep slicing. That needs
to be corrected, but getting these fundamentals right comes first,
and that’s not hard to do. Mastering them doesn’t require athletic
talent or years of practice. It only requires making them part of
every practice session for them to soon become habits.
a calm MIND
We were born with a mind and a body. It’s natural for the
mind and body to work as one. In medicine, doctors formerly
thought that illness meant only the body needed treatment. They
now understand that our mental state affects both our illness and
our successful recovery. Elite athletes consult sports psychologists
to prepare their mind for the rigors of competition in the same way
they consult coaches to perfect their physical skills. They know the
condition of their mind during competition affects their body’s
performance.
Percy Boomer mentioned the relation between mind and body
in 1946 in his book On Learning Golf. Referring to the work of
F. Matthias Alexander, Boomer said that no act is purely mental or
purely physical, but the result of a “psychophysical union.” Boomer
noted that when we play golf we must replace thinking, which is
subject to the dictates of our emotional condition, with a state of
psychophysical union that allows us to apply what we’ve learned
regardless of environmental stresses.
About the same time Boomer published his book, the concept
of the connection between mind and body was being developed in
Japan by a man named Koichi Tohei. In 1953, Tohei came to Hawaii
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to teach the art of Aikido for the first time in the West. He also
brought a discipline he called Mind and Body Coordination.
Tohei teaches that when the mind is calm, the mind and body
become unified and the flow of a person’s ki, or living energy,
begins to interchange freely with the ki of the universe and becomes one with it. At this point, mental and physical tension fall
away, and a person can perform to the best of his or her ability.
Tohei established ki as the link between mind and body, and
created a method whereby any person can learn to unify mind and
body at any time. The foundation of this method is a process called
ki testing which proves whether or not a person is unifying mind and
body. His method is fully described in his book, Ki in Daily Life.
The application of mind and body coordination, the psychophysical union, to golf is twofold—in planning the shot we are
about to hit, and in hitting it. The application is the same for every
shot from putt, to chip, to iron, to drive.
You plan a shot by calming your mind and letting the solution
come to you. That way you’ll hit shots within your capability, and
they’ll be shots that work. That makes the game very easy.
Top-level tournament golfers describe this process in their books
when they talk about key shots they hit to win important tournaments. They say they looked at the situation until both the right shot
and how to hit it became infused in both their mind and their body,
so that the shot was successful even before it was struck.
I have my own such stories. Here’s one of them.
A few summers ago I hit my tee shot short of the green on a
par-3 hole. This green sits on a shelf that slopes sharply downward
in front. The ball was five feet below the level of the green and
about 30 feet from the pin. I looked the situation over and through
no deliberate decision-making process, absorbed it, and thought,
“Sand wedge, two feet.”
My mind and body shared the knowledge of what to do and
performed as one. My body knew (and I’m using the word “knew”
quite literally) how to hit the shot so it would end up next to the
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pin. As I hit the shot, a feeling of calmness and confidence was
strong from address through follow-through. I hit my sand wedge,
the ball stopped two feet away, and I tapped in for a par.
You prepare for a shot, then, by visualizing the shot you want
to hit. But what is visualization? It is not seeing a movie of what
you want the ball to do. Visualization is allowing what you see between yourself and your target to create an impression in your
mind that spreads through your body, an impression that carries
the exact feeling of how to hit a shot that will get the ball where you
want it to go. You can visualize every shot, from drive to three-foot
putt. The process takes only a few seconds once you get used to it.
The reason this process is important is that every shot you hit is
unique. The shot you hit from this spot last week is not the same shot
you’re about to hit right now. It’s different in many respects. The lie can
be different. There can be more or less wind. The pin can be in a different place on the green. You’re striking the ball differently than you
did last time out. I’m sure you could add to this list.
When you plan a shot by drawing on your experience in a
logical way, you’ll be off the mark. By keeping a calm mind, you’ll
become aware of the situation you’re facing right now, and plan the
shot that is called for right now.
The second thing a calm mind will do is help you hit the shot.
Do you remember the times on the course when instead of chattering to you about your swing and the hazards you faced, your mind
quieted down and you just swung the club? And the result was a
shot so good you couldn’t believe it was you who had hit it? In moments like that, the knowledge in the mind becomes lodged in the
body as well. Your body becomes a physical expression of your mind—
not taking orders from the mind, but the mind made manifest.
Now that might have been a fortuitous moment, and you
might think, “Wow! I like it when that happens.” But you can learn
to repeat it at will. You can make it happen whenever you want.
You’ve calmed your mind to plan your shot and that calmness
continues as you’re standing over the ball ready to take the club
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away. This is the critical moment. The change from a motionless
state to movement can easily cause your mind to switch to concentrating on your physical movement. If it does, all is lost. Your feeling of calmness must not be interrupted by starting your swing and
it must continue undisturbed throughout your swing. You only
have about one second within which your calmness must continue
without interruption, and the shot is over.
This is what concentration means. You calm your mind and
have that calmness continue undisturbed as you act. If you can
master that you have mastered the mental aspect of golf.
You might agree that having a calm mind is a good idea, and that
it’s easier to be at peace looking over a 5-iron second shot on a par 5 to
somewhere “up there in the fairway” than over a sloping four-foot
putt. The mental approach to both shots, though, is identical.
You control what your mind does, not the golf course. The
mental challenge is to be calm and at peace with the shot you’re
about to hit, regardless of the circumstances.
We’re human, though, and we occasionally lose our focus.
What then? First, recognize and accept that you’ve reached the
limit of your ability to concentrate, or that playing conditions have
created more stress than you can handle.
Second, calming down just by telling yourself to is hard to do,
and sometimes makes things worse. Leave your mind alone, and it
will get calm by itself. Start getting the ball around the course with
shots you know you can hit well. Placing your attention on something you do well, and enjoy, can help calm your mind.
Third, don’t give up. Tell yourself that it’s OK to take extra
strokes on the next few holes if that’s how long it takes to calm your
mind again. There will be plenty of holes after that to score well.
I’ve had days where I had a mental lapse, but salvaged the round
later because I patiently worked on getting my mental focus back.
Throughout this book, I’ll refer to mind and body unification
as having a calm mind or being at peace. Both phrases describe a
state where doubt and worry don’t enter your mind; in fact, at that
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moment they don’t even exist. You can see the situation clearly,
weigh all the variables, and select a shot that is one that you can hit
and is one that will work. Execution of the shot will almost feel like
an afterthought. That’s the easy way to play golf.
Practice your mental game on the course and off. At the range,
practice calming your mind before every shot. Learning how to
calm your mind takes as much practice as learning physical techniques. Don’t neglect it.
Away from golf, practice by calming your mind before you do
anything. Being at peace on the golf course cannot happen unless
you’re at peace with your life. Whatever other people say or do, or
whatever happens to you, stay calm and receive it in a positive way.
There is good that can come out of any situation. Make it your
habit to look for it.
Ask yourself occasionally if you can truly calm your mind at
will. How easily can that calmness be disturbed? How long can you
maintain it? The answers to these questions describe your ability to
achieve and maintain mental calmness.
Don’t worry if your concentration doesn’t last long or is easily
upset. Everyone starts from somewhere. Keep at it and soon your
concentration will be stronger than you ever imagined it could be.
For exercises that will help you learn to have a calm mind under any circumstance, see Ki in Daily Life, referred to above.
SETUP
The setup varies with the club and the shot, so the particulars
of the setup will be dealt with in the relevant chapters. The one
common element in every setup, regardless of the shot, is to calm
your mind first. The state of your mind is as important as the position of your body. This is the most positive golfing habit you can
develop to play better.
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TEMPO AND RHYTHM
Several years ago, I watched a rebroadcast of a PGA Championship Champions Clinic on TV. At these clinics, past tournament
champions teach shotmaking and playing strategies to an assembled audience. Every pro who talked about the full swing in this
show said that what he was working on at the time was tempo.
After that show was over the Champions Clinic for the following
year came on, and again, they all said the same thing.
It wasn’t about their grip, or about their position at the top, or
their swing plane. They all have that down pat or they wouldn’t be
Tour pros. They all saw tempo as the key to producing the swing
that would keep them at the top of their game.
Tempo and rhythm are words borrowed from music. Tempo means
“the pace at which a piece of music is to be performed.” Rhythm means
“the alternating tension and relaxation in the duration of tones.”
Tempo measures the absolute speed of a piece of music.
Rhythm describes the relative duration of its parts. You can play
“Stars and Stripes Forever” at different speeds (tempo), but the
relative duration of the notes (rhythm) will be the same.
Every good golfer swings the club with the same rhythm. The
movement from address to the top of the backswing takes three
counts, and from there back to impact takes one count.
Tempo, however, is a personal matter. Among current players,
Nick Price swings at a much faster tempo than Ernie Els does. They
both, however, swing with the same rhythm. While one swing takes
less time than the other (tempo), the duration of the component
parts relative to each other (rhythm) for each player is the same.
Here’s an example of what good tempo and rhythm can do for
you. It might sound familiar. One day I was having a hard time off
the tee because I kept trying to hit the ball too hard. On the 8th
tee, I finally decided to make an easy swing and pay strict attention
to having a controlled and manageable tempo. Bam! 240, straight
down the middle. One of the guys in my group said, “You sure put
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some oomph into that one!” I thought to myself, “No, I took the
oomph out of it.”
Tempo Exercise. The following exercise teaches you how to find

the tempo that best suits your swing. Use a driver because the lightest and longest club in the bag lets you make an easy, free-flowing
swing critical to making the exercise pay off.
Make a full swing, without a ball, all the way through to a high
finish, at an easy, “walking” speed. Don’t think of hitting a ball, just
swinging the club. What you’re monitoring is the speed that your
hips turn back and through. Disregard the speed of your hands for
now. Tempo is based on the speed at which you turn your hips, not
the speed at which you move the club.
Keep swinging, and increase the speed of your turn with every
few swings until you feel yourself on the verge of losing control of
your swing. When you get to that point, stop. That’s too fast. Gradually slow back down until you feel yourself swinging once again at
an athletic, yet effortless pace. That’s your natural tempo.
A metronome will help you with this process. Start your swing
when you hear a tick. The next tick comes when you’ve swung the
club back down to impact. When the metronome is set at 52 beats
per minute, the swing tempo feels right for me.
To repeat, your tempo is measured by the speed of your hips
turning. The tempo (speed) of your turn must be the same in both
directions. By thinking of tempo as the speed the club is moving,
you will start rushing your swing and turn into the ball faster than
you turned away from it. The results will not be good.
After you’ve tried the Tempo Exercise at home and achieved a
satisfactory result, go to the range and hit some balls. When you
swing at the right tempo, the ball will fly straighter and farther, more
consistently, than at any other swing speed. You might still have
swing flaws that make a few shots go astray, but overall you will be
hitting the ball very well. That’s the confirmation you’re looking for,
and when you get it, you know you’ve found the right tempo.
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What about rhythm? How do you develop that? Well, you already have. Rhythm, expressed in the speed of your hands, is the
by-product of tempo.
When you swing back and through at the right tempo, and
you let the club just follow, it gets accelerated naturally by the
crack-the-whip force that turning around a calm center creates.
Once again, a metronome will make things clearer. Set it at
four times the speed that fits your tempo. Count each tick as one
beat, counting to yourself as you swing. Count “one” when you
hear the first tick and begin your swing. Time the remaining counts
to get to “four” at the finish of your backswing and “five” at impact.
That’s the rhythm of the golf swing.
When I get paired with someone I’ve never played with before, I’ll count out their swing based on the timing of their backswing. Much more often than not, they’ll hit the ball before I get
to “five.” That’s rushing the swing, which leads to poor ballstriking.
They’re thinking “hit” (bad) instead of “swing” (good).
The proper rhythm, and the tempo that carries it along, can be
developed in thirty minutes of practice. They will touch every part
of your game in a positive way. No other technical points have that
reach. Get these two fundamentals under control before anything
else if you want to improve the way you hit the ball. I cannot emphasize this fact too strongly.
Practice the Tempo Exercise daily to remind yourself of the
swing speed that’s right for you. If you don’t, you’ll forget. Just a
few swings will do. Count out your rhythm as you swing, too. Remember to concentrate on the speed of your body turn, not in the
speed of the club.
In addition to instilling your personal tempo into your swing,
learn to putt with that same tempo. That could be the only change
you need to make to get the smooth and controlled putting stroke
you’ve been looking for.
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IMPACT
Impact is the point of golf. The entire swing comes down to
that 1/2000th of a second when the club and ball are in contact
with each other. The clubface must be square, traveling toward the
target, and making contact with the ball on the center. That’s a tall
order when the club is moving at 90 miles per hour or so, but that’s
what a good shot requires.
Having the clubface in the correct position as it flies through
impact is not something that just happens. You can practice it just
as easily as you can your setup. The Impact Exercise and Clubface
Exercise will teach you how. By having a conscious knowledge of
what the freeze-frame impact position should be, you will find your
swing adjusting itself to get you into that position.
Impact Exercise. The movement in your swing that governs the

flight of the ball occurs in the space when your hands get to about
waist height on the downswing, and continues through the ball
until your hands are about that high on the other side. This is the
impact zone. Whatever you do before this or after this is of no consequence as long as what happens in the impact zone is right.
Get a drawing or photograph of a top-rank golfer at impact and
put yourself in that position. Stand so that you mimic what the picture you chose looks like. Pose in that position for a while to absorb
the feeling of where everything is—your feet, legs, hips, hands, arms,
shoulders (Figure 1). Let’s call this your impact posture.
Now turn that posture into a dynamic impact movement.
Swing back slowly from your impact posture about one foot. Swing
through impact and past it about one foot. Feel yourself hit that
impact posture as you get to where a ball would be sitting. Do this
a few times, back and forth without stopping, slowly, feeling yourself arrive at the impact posture in the middle of this little swing.
Now start making longer swings back and forth until your
hands are about hip high on the backswing and about that high on
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Figure 1, 2, and 3. The Impact
Exercise. Pose for a few seconds
at the moment of impact and let
the orientation of your body sink
in. Then slowly swing back and
forth, starting with small swings,
and gradually building up to the
length of swing you see here. Do
two things: pass through that impact pose every time your swing
gets to the ball, and swing the
club through impact on a line going directly at a target you would
be lined up to.

1

2

3
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the other side of the ball (Figures 2–3). This is the impact swing,
and the area you’re swinging through is called the impact zone.
As you swing, watch the blurred image of the club as it swings
in front of you. The goal is for this image to make a straight line
pointing at your target. This exercise teaches you how to eliminate
the inside-out or outside-in swing path that starts the ball off line.
Make sure you feel yourself in your impact posture at the moment
your swing reaches the spot where a ball would be.
The true test of any exercise is how it affects ball flight. Go to
the range and hit a ball using just the impact swing. When you’re
doing the exercise right, the ball will go straight and get reasonably
high off the ground.
After a while, move on to full swings. Do the impact swing
twice in immediate succession—without stopping your movement
between swings. The first time, the swing might not be straight
through, but swinging a second time lets you adjust your swing so
it does go straight.
After these two swings, address a ball and make your full swing
right away, while the feeling of the second Impact Exercise swing is
fresh in your mind. You have only a few seconds before the feeling
fades, so don’t wait. You’re as ready as you need to be. Golf is one
of the few sports where you don’t have to execute until you’re ready.
But when you are ready, with the right feeling, go right away.
On the course, you could do this same thing on the tee or in
the fairway. When you step up to the ball, ready to hit your shot,
do the Impact Exercise swing twice, instead of taking a full practice
swing. There’s no harm in giving yourself this strong reminder before you hit your shot.
Practice the Impact Exercise daily, following the Tempo Exercise. Try it with different clubs, since each club puts your body in a
different posture, giving impact a slightly different feel.
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Clubface Exercise. Even if the club path is straight going through

the ball, the ball could start out straight but curve afterwards. The
clubface is opening or closing at some point during the swing. This
exercise might help you find out where.
From your address position, swing the club back to where your
hands are waist high and stop. Turn your torso back to the front and
bring your arms to the front, without re-orienting your hands and look
at the clubface. If it’s not square, your problem is in the takeaway.
If the clubface is still square, start over and swing back to where
your hands are shoulder high and stop. Once again, bring your torso
and arms to the front without re-orienting your hands. Is the clubface square? If not, you’ve found the place where the change occurs.
Keep enlarging your swing a piece at a time, to the top of your
backswing and down to impact, until you find out where the club
is getting out of square. When you find that place, it isn’t too hard
to figure out what you’re doing that needs to change.
Everyone, even the top touring professionals, has a pet swing flaw
that prevents the club from coming back to impact square and in line.
Find out what yours is and what you need to do to correct it.
If this exercise doesn’t help, see a pro, who will spot right away
that little thing you couldn’t find.
If your swing sends the ball off poorly or unpredictably, the
best way to solve the problem is to get right to the heart of the matter. There’s something wrong at impact. Learn to swing correctly in
the impact zone to get the club path straight, and work backwards
from there to keep the clubface square.
I would guess that your practice mostly concerns hitting shots
or working on swing changes. Try taking a break from that for a
while and concentrate on the three fundamentals we developed in
this chapter, and your setup, as explained later. Give them a fair
trial and you’ll have taken the first steps toward achieving the consistency that you’ve been striving for.
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The Long Game
There’s a chicken-and-the-egg problem in golf. Is it better to

have a good swing or to be a good putter? Tournament golfers say
the player who wins in any given week is the one who made (sank)
a lot of putts. But you can bet the winner was also sticking approach shots close to the hole so there was a good chance to make
all those putts.
We may never resolve that question, and we don’t have to here.
This is not a book about tournament golf, but about recreational golf.
One thing that’s true about recreational golf is that it’s a lot more fun
to play if you can hit the ball straight. We got a good start on that in
the last chapter, and we’ll continue the discussion in this chapter.
There’s a lot that goes on in the golf swing. Most of it happens
behind your back, where you can’t see it. What you can see is your
grip, the ball, your arms and feet at address, the movement of the
club for the first three feet or so, and your finish position. This
chapter will give you some advice on those matters. When you get
them right, and combine them with the fundamentals you learned
in Chapter 2, you’ll be well on your way to building a good swing.
20
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For the rest of it, take lessons. You need educated eyes, not an
instruction manual, to help you with the ninety percent of your
swing that you can’t see.
THE SETUP
The quality of your swing is defined when you take hold of the
club and stand up to the ball. A correct swing is built on a correct
setup. A repeating swing is built on a repeating setup. You absolutely cannot take your setup for granted. It deserves as much of
your attention and practice as swing movements do.
The setup has four parts—grip, stance (including posture),
aim and alignment, and ball position.
Grip. Form your grip as described in Figures 4–9.

Take a few swings with your hands molded together this way.
They will seem to be comfortably locked in place around the club.
The key is the feeling you have of the pocket your left hand makes
resting gently on the top of your right thumb when you have your
grip at address. When your hands stay in this position throughout
the swing, your clubface will stay square throughout the swing, all
things being equal.
If that feeling changes, it means your hands are separating
from each other. This separation generally begins when the club is
waist high on the backswing. The result is that the clubface changes its orientation. Where it was square at address, it’s now out of
square and is unlikely to get back to square by the time it returns
to the ball at impact.
When you address the ball and look down at your right hand,
it’s best to see either two or three knuckles. The two-knuckle grip
favors a ball curving to the left, and the three-knuckle grip can lead
to the ball curving right. Try hitting balls with your hands in both
orientations and use the one that produces the straightest shots.
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Figure 4. Building the grip. The
club lies in the right hand along
the base of the index finger and
the crease in the palm below
the little finger. It extends about
one inch past the palm.

5. When the right hand closes
around the club, the thumb is
slightly to the left of the center
of the grip. This promotes stability during the swing.

6. The left hand grip begins
with the little finger being
placed beside the protruding
right index finger.
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7. Lay the club along the base
of the fingers of the left hand,
where they meet the palm. The
left hand grip is entirely a finger
grip.

8. Mold the hands together by
nesting the right thumb inside
the pocket formed by closing
the left hand over the right
thumb.

9. This is the finished grip. The
hands should feel comfortably
merged and not move in any
way from this position throughout the swing.
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Pay attention to how far down on the club you place your
hands. When there is about one inch of the club sticking out from
your right hand, you will feel both the balance of the club and a
connection with the clubhead. Slide your hands up and down the
grip until you find this place. Moving them only a quarter inch can
be the difference you’re looking for.
Hold the club lightly. Do not squeeze it, especially in your left
hand. Feel as if the club were molding into the soft pads of your
fingers and palms, not pressing into them. Both hands will naturally tighten up when you get into the impact zone as a natural reaction to the tremendous speed of the club moving through that
point. Let that tightening happen by itself.
To take your grip while playing, place the clubhead on the
ground and gently enclose your hands around the club, rather than
taking the grip with the club in the air.
Do not take your grip for granted during a round. Check it
before every shot. Look at it every time to be sure it’s right, and especially monitor grip pressure. If you notice that you’re holding the
club too tightly, that’s a sign of mental tension. Release your grip,
calm your mind, and begin again.
Practice your grip at home by doing the TV Exercise with an
iron as you watch television. Or, you could use a foot-long dowel
one inch in diameter. Just take your grip and hold it. Absorb this
hand position into your subconscious mind and over time it becomes second nature for your hands to assume that position when
you pick up a club.
Stance and Posture. Standing parallel to your target line and creating

the proper angles in your body give you the best chance to swing the club
away and bring it back to the ball square and on line. (Figures 10–11).
To get into your stance, take your grip with both hands, holding
the club close to your body. Bend from the hips and, without reaching
out, lower the clubhead to the ground. Let the knees bend slightly at
the same time.
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Now go through these checkpoints:
Having the clubface square to the intended line of flight seems
obvious, but it is the base of the club, not the top edge, that must
be square. Learn what this looks like by taking your stance on a tile
floor and lining up the club to a crack between two tiles.
The shaft should be straight up and down or leaning slightly
to the right.
The inside edges of your feet should be no further apart than the
width of your shoulders; slightly narrower than that is usually better.
Your lower abdomen and your lower back must have the same
straight feeling as they do when you stand upright. This occurs
when you bend forward from the hip joint, not the waist. Bending
from your waist makes you slump your lower abdomen, puts stress
on your lower back, and adversely affects your balance.
Let the knees bend naturally as you bend forward from the
hips, and relax them. Stiff knees lead to balance problems. If you
feel tension in your thighs, you’ve bent your knees too far.
For a standard full shot, your weight should be evenly distributed between your feet. Weight is best felt coming down more on
the inside of your feet than spread evenly across the soles, and definitely not felt on the outside edge. Weight should also be evenly
distributed from front to back, and definitely not on your heels.
The best place to feel your weight is on the inside edge of your feet
from toe to heel.
The test of your forward-back weight distribution is that you
can rise up on your toe tips without having to shift your weight
forward. You should be able to do this while in the address position. Be on guard not to throw your weight back to your heels
when you bend forward from the hips. Keep it evenly balanced.
It will be difficult to hit consistently good shots if your habit is
to lose your balance when you swing. You’ll keep your balance if
you remember two things. First, relax your knees and keep them in
the same angle through your swing as they had at address, until you
have swung well past the ball and are coming up into your finish
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Figure 10. The left shoulder is lower than the right, the ball is slightly
ahead of center, and the shaft leans slightly toward the target. The
entire stance has a forward feeling to it.
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Figure 11. Lines across the knees, hips, and shoulders are all parallel
to the intended line of flight. The arms are extended slightly, but are
not reaching out. The back is straight. This is a relaxed, athletic
posture.
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position. Straightening them during the swing will throw you off
balance. Second, maintain good tempo. Nothing will pull you off
balance like lurching into the ball, regardless of where the weight is
distributed.
Look at your elbow as your arm hangs down at your side.
Notice there is a slight natural bend in it. This is the full extension
of your arm. If you straighten your arm, it’s now over-extended and
tense. If there’s more bend than normal in your elbow, your arms
are under-extended. Your swing movements will be constricted and
weak. Hold the club with this natural bend in the elbows.
With shorter clubs, the arms should hang straight down, relaxed, and at their full natural extension. With longer clubs you
will stand straighter, so your arms cannot hang straight down, but
there should be no feeling of reaching out for the ball.
The shoulders should slant downward from right to left, and the
line across them should be parallel to the line across the hips. Do not
let the left shoulder come forward so the shoulder line points to the
right of the hip line. This error will cause your shots to be inconsistent
and unpredictable.
When you stand upright your back is straight from your hips
to your neck. Maintain a straight back when you bend over to address the ball. Stand tall from toe to head with an upward feeling as
if you were to start standing back up.
Your head will fall slightly from its upright position when you
bend over, but do not let that make you hunch your shoulders.
The lines across your ankles, knees, hips, and shoulders should
all be parallel to each other.
Practice your stance and posture at home by leaving a club in
a place you pass by frequently, and whenever you pass by, stop, grab
the club, and set up. It only takes a few seconds, so there’s no reason
why you can’t do it quite a few times a day. Every time you set up,
not just going through the motions, but paying attention to every
detail, you’re that much closer to having a good setup become a
habit.
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You might think if the stance you have now is comfortable, it’s
right. Comfortable only means habitual. Practice the right stance
until it becomes comfortable.
Check yourself in front of a mirror. A stand-up mirror costs about
as much as a round of golf and is an excellent investment in your game.
Aim and Alignment. Aim is the direction you want to hit the ball.

Alignment is the position of your body in relation to that direction.
A teaching professional once told me that most lessons on correcting what a golfer thought was a swing flaw turn into lessons on
correcting aim and alignment. Even if your swing is perfect, the
ball will only go where you aim it.
As you stand at address, there are two lines you can use to aim
the shot. One is the line from the ball to the target. The other is the
line running across your toe tips to the target. You find those aim
lines and align yourself to them in different ways.
Ball to target: Stand behind the
ball in line with the target. Find
a spot on the ground a foot or
two in front of the ball along
the ball-target line. The imaginary line between that spot and
the ball is the baseline for your
alignment.
To align yourself to this baseline,
step up to the ball and place the
clubhead on the ground behind
the ball so the bottom edge of
the clubhead is square to the
baseline. The clubhead is now
pointed right at the target. Keeping the clubhead where it is,
step into your stance so your toe
tips are parallel to the baseline.

Toe tips to target: Stand behind
the ball in line with the target.
Take a sidestep to the right. An
imaginary line running from the
target to where you’re standing is the line on which you will
place your toe tips at address.
Once you take your stance on
this aim line you are aligned to
it. The only thing that remains
is to place the bottom edge of
your clubface on the ground behind the ball so the clubface is
square to your aim line, the line
running across your toe tips.
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Whichever method you use, remember your shoulders. Your
alignment is complete when the line across your shoulders is parallel to the aim line you have chosen.
Monitor aim and alignment constantly. The most common
error is aiming too far to the left. I see this all the time. My playing
partners hit a great shot and wonder why it went so far left. Well,
that’s exactly where they aimed it.
Another effect of being aimed too far left is that the subconscious mind sometimes realizes this during the backswing and tries
to get the swing back in line on the way down, pulling the entire
body across to the right. The result is a weak slice or a hard pull.
Practice your aim at the range by stepping behind the ball and
aiming at something for every shot. Check your alignment after
every fourth shot or so by putting your club on the ground against
your heels, then stepping back to see if you were aimed where you
wanted to. Aim at targets in different spots down the range so your
mind evaluates aim from a fresh perspective rather than staying in
a single groove.
Ball position. This little detail, how far away from the ball you

stand and where the ball is in relation to the center of your stance,
can make all the difference between a good shot and a poor one.
Get into your stance and without a ball, swing the club. You will
see the clubhead flash in front of you. That’s where the ball goes.
When you put a ball on that spot and address it, it might look like
it’s too close to you. The swing you just made proves that it’s not.
There is a tendency to stand too far away from the ball. This
creates an illusion of power. What will happen is that your body
will want to return the club to a more natural place that is closer to
you. You’ll have to make a compensating move to go out and get
the ball with a club speeding through impact. No one’s good
enough to do that and make good contact consistently.
Play the ball in the center of your stance for any full shot hit
off the ground, or an iron shot from a tee. Play the driver and
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fairway wood on a tee one ball ahead of that position. It is often
possible to correct a contact problem—fat or thin—or a curvature
problem, merely by changing the position of the ball.
The ball tends to creep forward in your stance as a round of golf
progresses. Positioning the ball forward feels more powerful because
you feel like you can deliver a powerful blow to the ball from behind.
This is an illusion. Power depends in part on square contact. When
the ball is too far forward, you disrupt your swing in the attempt to
reach forward for the ball. This leads to mishits and lost power.
Practice your ball position at home with the Coin Exercise.
Put a coin on the ground in front of each foot so the coins actually
touch the sole of the shoe. Take a practice swing, noting where the
clubhead flashes in front of you through impact. This is how far
away your swing wants the ball to be from you.
Put a ball out on that spot, centered on the coins in front of
your feet. Leaving the coins and ball where they are, step into that
stance over and over so you get used to the ball being in that spot.
When you’re going through a spell of poor ball-striking, check
your setup before you start tinkering with your swing. Check each
detail thoroughly—grip, stance, alignment, posture, ball position
—preferably in front of a mirror. An error here could well be the
only cause of the problem.
THE START
Your setup is perfect, and you’re ready to give the ball a ride.
Making a dead start to your swing from that position, though, can
cause you to rush. Instead, start your swing with a forward press.
This is a small rhythmic movement that your backswing can
flow out of—a little movement with your hands, a slight lean with
your legs, a turn of the head, some little movement that sets up a
rhythm for the start of your swing to play off of.
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When you start the club back, start it back slowly. I don’t mean
for you to start the club back in slow motion, rather that if you’re
going from 0 to 60, don’t start at 40. Start slowly and smoothly to
give speed the time it needs to build up.
The direction you start the club back greatly influences the path
of your entire swing. Try this Baseboard Exercise to learn what the
starting direction should be.
Baseboard Exercise. Place the toe of a club against the base-

board of a wall where you have room to swing the club back, and
swing the club away for a few feet. Since the swing is a circular
movement, the swing will move back in an arc from the moment
you start moving it. The clubhead will stay in contact with the
baseboard for a few inches at most.
If the clubhead stays in contact with the baseboard for too
long, you’ll know right away because you’ll feel like you’re pushing
the club against the baseboard. You’re starting the club on what will
end up as an outside-to-in path at impact, which sets up a pull or a
slice.
Nor should the club leave the baseboard at too great an angle.
If you start your club back toward an 8 o’clock position as soon as
it leaves the baseboard, that can lead to an inside-out swing at impact causing a push or a hook.
The ideal arc for the club to make is to start moving backward
toward the 9 o’clock position and gradually arc away. The club will
appear to move along the baseboard for a few inches, and you will
hear a brief scraping sound.
Practice the start of your swing at home by doing the Baseboard Exercise. Begin with your forward press and take the club
back smoothly, no snatching. A few minutes with this exercise once
a week is sufficient for its purpose.
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THE FINISH
One spring morning I showed up at the course for a 9:30 a.m.
tee time to find the first tee full of players. There had been a frost
delay, so about eight foursomes ahead of us had yet to tee off. I
hung around the first tee to watch everyone swing. This is what
stood out. A clear majority of the players ended their swing with
their weight firmly on their left foot, if not falling backward in that
direction. You can imagine what their shots looked like.
When you find a player who ends his swing on the left foot,
watch the hands through impact. I will bet you he is trying to hit
the ball with his left hand, not with his swing, and trying in addition to lift the ball into the air with his left hand. He doesn’t trust
his swing. Rely on your swing to hit the ball, not your hands. A
good finish is the indicator of whether or not you do that.
Finish your swing standing comfortably upright, facing the
target squarely, with your weight on your right foot, and your left
foot balanced on the toe tip (Figure 12). You should be able to lift
your left foot off the ground without disturbing your balance. Both
hands will be to the right of your head and the club will be behind
your head on a line that connects your ears. Your left shoulder
should end up near your chin, but this depends in part on your
flexibility (Figure 13).
The next time you watch a tournament on TV, watch where
the players end up and how they get there. Their finishes are
smooth, graceful, and balanced. Absorb what you see then go to
the range to practice just that—ending up in the classic finish position after every swing.
Practice your finish at home by making shortened swings with
your driver, no ball. Take the club halfway back and swing through
to a full finish, as you did in the Tempo Exercise. When you get to
the finish position, hold it there for a few seconds to let your mind
absorb the process of your swing leading you into that position.
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Figure 12. Finish Position. There is a straight line from the shoulders
down the front of the right leg. Weight is on the right foot. The left
foot is perched on the toe and could be lifted without disturbing the
player’s balance.
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Figure 13. Finish Position. The shaft is behind the head on a line connecting the ears. The left shoulder is near the chin.
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A PRE-SWING PROCEDURE
All good golfers have a pre-shot routine. Watch the pros on
TV. At first, it looks like they take the club, walk up to the ball, and
hit it. But watch more carefully, and you’ll see each particular golfer does certain things the same way every time and takes the same
amount of time to do them. It’s not just a ritual. They’re going
through a pre-swing checklist to make sure they have everything
right before they swing the club, and their particular routine gives
them that assurance.
Every golfer needs a pre-shot routine. Make up a routine of
your own based on your game. Take the following factors into consideration when developing yours.
First, check the lie. You might be at a 6-iron distance from the
green, but can you get a 6-iron on the ball? If the ball is in light
rough, maybe, maybe not. Sometimes the ball can be in a bad lie in
the fairway. The first question to ask is, as the ball lies, what kind
of swing can you make with what club?
Second, check the wind. It doesn’t take much of a breeze to
blow a good shot off line or dump it short of the green.
Third, decide what shot you want to play. From the tee, is the
driver the right choice? From the fairway, where on the green do you
want to aim? Is it a flag or even a green you want to hit into? The question is, where should you hit the ball to give yourself the greatest chance
of success and leave the ball in the best position for your next shot.
A word about putting is in order here. When you’re good at
getting long putts close to the hole, you won’t mind aiming an
approach shot away from the pin. If you lack confidence with approach putts, you’ll think about aiming close to the pin all the
time, which can get you into trouble.
Having considered those things, factor in distance. This is the
first consideration for many recreational golfers, but it should be
the last one. Once you’ve chosen your shot, you can choose which
club you’ll use to hit it.
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From there, develop a routine that ensures that your grip,
stance, aim and alignment, and ball position are all correct. You’re
in control of your tempo and impact, and over the ball ready to
swing with a feeling of peace.
Sometimes we make bad swings, and there’s no helping that,
but you have absolute control over getting yourself ready to hit a
shot. It’s easy to do, so do it.
YOUR BACK
You’ve probably heard that to get maximum distance, you create torque by making the difference between your hip turn and
your shoulder turn as great as possible in the backswing. That’s
absolutely right, but getting more distance in that way applies pressure to your lower spine that it can’t support. Over time, you’ll start
having back pain and perhaps lose the ability to play golf, not to
mention simple things like getting out of bed in the morning.
Even if you’re quite flexible, you can still put too much strain
on your back if you’re not careful. The pros take this risk because
extra yardage means more money and they’re willing to accept the
consequences. You’re a recreational golfer. You’re just in it for the
fun. Think about whether ten more yards off the tee, gained in this
way, is worth the risk.
HOW TO PRACTICE YOUR SWING
At Home. I’ve already described several exercises and suggested

how you can do them on a regular basis. They are the Tempo Exercise (p. 15), the Impact Exercise, (p. 18), practicing your grip in
front of the TV (p. 24), practicing your stance, (p. 28), getting
your ball position right, (p. 31), practicing the start of your swing
(p. 32), and swinging gently into your finish position (p. 33).
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Here’s an exercise that unifies them all. I call it the 120 Swings
Exercise. By hitting hundreds of balls every day, you’ll get good in
short order. Unless you’re a competitive golfer, though, who has the
time? You can swing the club every day at home, though, and that’s
just as good, maybe better. Without a ball to worry about, you can
concentrate solely on your swing. Take fifteen minutes to swing the
club 120 times in this way, in this order:
20 normal swings
20 swings with the left hand only
20 normal swings
20 swings with the right hand only
20 swings with the feet together, heels touching
20 normal swings
If you do this exercise at the range or have a place at home where
you can hit plastic balls, hit a ball with every tenth swing to keep up
your interest. No more often than that, though. This is a swinging exercise, not a ball-hitting exercise.
Step back after every swing, and set up anew each time. This
gives you extra practice at getting into your stance, and prevents
you from getting into a groove you can’t repeat on the course. Strive
for a calm finish after every swing, and don’t rush. Calm your mind
and give each swing your full attention.
The objective of a one-handed swing is to isolate that hand
and arm to teach it how to move during the swing. This is also a
good way to build strength in your golfing muscles, especially when
you swing with your left arm only.
When you do the one-handed swings, swing the first time
with two hands and stop at the top of your backswing. Take off the
hand you won’t be using. The hand remaining on the grip, and the
arm, are in the position where they need to be when you swing. For
all subsequent one-handed swings, set up with both hands, take off
the one you’re not using, and swing your remaining hand and arm
up to the position you just found.
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Before you swing, pick a spot on the ground and make sure the
club swings back through that spot on a line toward a target. Just
swinging isn’t good enough. You’re training each arm, one at a time,
to follow the correct path away from and back through the ball.
In the feet-together section, there will be some lower body movement, but the point of this section is to minimize that movement so
you can concentrate on your arms and upper body turning together.
Strive to make all the swings in a particular section the same.
Resist the urge to experiment by adding something extra here or
there. By making 20 identical swings, you make great strides in
learning to repeat that swing, and the only way you’ll build a repetitive swing is, well, to practice the same swing over and over.
The 120 Swings Exercise keeps your swing in tune. Do the
entire exercise once a week and parts of it daily as you prefer. By the
time the exercise is over, your swing will be smoothed out and repetitive, light and powerful. Since this exercise involves making a
lot of swings in a short time period, you might want to work up
gradually to doing all 120. Don’t go any further if you start feeling
sore, especially in your back.
As for the clubs to use, you can use just one club for the whole
thing, or change clubs with every new section. When you’re having
trouble with a particular club, doing the exercise with it alone will
help the two of you become friends.
If you can’t swing outside, you can swing inside the house with
a 7-iron, and adjust your posture to simulate swinging longer clubs.
Swing a club inside the house? Not to worry. I’m six-foot-six and
can swing a 7-iron in a room with an eight-foot ceiling, without
hitting the ceiling. And my wife’s OK with it. (I married well.)
At the Range. Remember that the range is for working on your

swing. That’s not the same thing as hitting balls.
Get a bucket of about thirty balls. You don’t need the big bucket
of ninety. Somewhere along the fiftieth or sixtieth ball, your concentration will flag, and you’ll lose track of what you set out to accomplish.
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Loosen up by swinging a driver in large, slow swings that allow
you to stretch to the ends of your swing without strain. When
you’re ready, there are two directions you can go with your bucket.
If you had a lesson recently and are at the range to work on
what you learned, practice with one club only—a 7-iron or 6-iron,
whichever one you hit best. Hit the ball off a half-inch tee. Using
one club eliminates the small adjustments you have to make in
posture when you switch clubs. The tee eliminates the need to
make perfect contact off the ground.
Do the drills the pro gave you to isolate the new movement
you’re trying to incorporate into your swing. Do the drill until you
feel the new movement is natural and unforced, then hit a ball
without thinking of it. Swing thoughts must not be present when
you’re hitting a ball, and that habit has to be maintained even in
this circumstance.
If you’re there to keep your swing in tune, go through your
irons and woods twice in this sequence: PW-7-4, 9-6-3, 8-5-2, 3w,
driver. Take all the rehearsal swings you want with a particular club,
but hit only one ball with it then switch clubs—no do-overs.
Do two things before you hit every shot. First, step back and
calm your mind, then aim the shot at something. Second, step into
your stance and alignment thoughtfully. Use every opportunity
you have to practice these two things.
Take your time going through your shots. It might take a half
hour to hit twenty-two balls. The extra time you make before you
swing the club, be it a rehearsal swing or a swing at a ball, trains
your mind to be ready for the shot. That, more than any physical
technique, is what you want to develop to play well.
Hit some pitches or other short shots you want to work on
with the balls you have left, but save four balls to put your practice
to the test. Go over to the green and practice chipping and putting
for about ten minutes. Then head back to the practice tee with the
four balls you saved. Hit one ball with your driver, one with a short
iron, one with a medium iron, and one with a long iron/hybrid
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iron/lofted fairway wood. The ten-minute delay allows your mind
to absorb what you learned, and reinforces it when your mind is at
its peak readiness to receive another reminder.
Occasionally, hit a bucket with nothing longer than an 8-iron.
Practice hitting your short irons absolutely straight and hitting
pitches to precise distances. Getting the ball on the green consistently from this range is a key to lower scoring.
Tinkering With Your Swing. Are you hitting fairways at a

pretty good distance off the tee with regularity? Wonderful. Would
you like to try a tiny swing change that will give you a few extra
yards?
Touring pros tinker because they look for every edge they can
get. At their level, taking even one stroke off their score makes a big
difference in their chances to win. When you as a recreational golfer search for something just a little better, without professional
guidance, it could lead to something a lot worse. Getting back to
where you were before might take a long time.
If you’ve been playing golf for a while, the way you swing is
pretty well set. Identify the movements that make your swing work
well and learn to repeat those movements. Avoid taking your natural swing in a different direction because of the latest thing you
read about or saw on TV.
Four Principles of the Long Game

1. Swing with awareness of a calm mind rather than
awareness of technique.
2. A good swing flows out of a good setup.
3. Be vigilant about aim and alignment.
4. Put accuracy above distance.
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4

Putting
Our discussion of putting will involve mechanics, but first

let’s talk about something more important—attitude. Quite simply,
if you think putting is easy and that you’re good at it, then that’s true.
If you think otherwise, that’s true, too. Choose the one you like.
However good your mechanics are, they’ll pay off to the extent that
you believe in yourself on the green. The more belief the better.
YOUR PUTTER
Just as you get your irons fitted before you buy them, buy a
fitted putter. Precise putting requires that you have an instrument
that works with you, or at least does not work against you. When
your putter is fitted, this is what you’ll get.
The first thing is a putter that’s the right length. I’m tall, and I
got a putter 38” long. You can’t buy that off the rack, but I need
one that long. Next, the lie angle was adjusted so the sole of the
putter lies flat when I take my stance. The fitter watched me make
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my stroke and gave me a toe-balanced putter to match it. This way
the putter’s overall balance lets the club swing back and through
without the face angle wanting to turn by itself.
Finally, it has an appearance I like. With the unusual appearance of putters these days, you don’t want to get one with an appearance that distracts you.
THE SWEET SPOT
Once you have your putter, it’s not ready to use until you calibrate it by finding the sweet spot and then learn how to hit that
spot consistently.
The sweet spot is where the ball can be struck without causing
the putter to rotate, thereby transmitting the maximum amount of
available force to the ball along the intended line. The meaning of
this might be clearer if we look at what happens if we miss the sweet
spot. Part of the force that was meant to propel the ball is used up
rotating the putter, so the ball won’t roll as far. The rotating face will
flick the ball slightly off line. All this adds up to a missed putt.
Find the sweet spot on your putter by laying a board on the
ground. Put the toe of the putter against the board. Now place a
golf ball on the ground so it touches the putter right in front of the
manufacturer’s center line mark. If your putter doesn’t have such a
marking, draw one with a felt pen (Figure 14).
Slide the putter back and forth keeping the toe in light contact
with the board. This ensures that the putter will strike the ball exactly
where it was lined up at the start. I say light contact because if you press
the putter against the board too hard, the wood will dampen vibrations
and you won’t be able to feel it when you miss the sweet spot.
When you hit the ball on the sweet spot, you won’t feel the
contact at all, the ball will shoot off the face of the club, and you’ll
hear a distinct sound. If you feel contact in your hands, or you feel
the putter twist slightly, that wasn’t it. Set up the ball on a spot a
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Figure 14. Setup for finding the
sweet spot. Slide the
putter gently back
and forth along the
board to ensure you
contact the ball on
the spot you marked.

quarter inch closer to the hosel and try again. Mark this spot on
top of the putter blade with a felt-tip pen. Keep working at it like
this until you get the reaction you want.
I tried this method on a number of different putters at a pro
shop, and found that the sweet spot on every putter was either on
the manufacturer’s mark or a bit closer to the hosel. On no putter
was the sweet spot between the manufacturer’s mark and the toe.
Once you’ve found the sweet spot, devote a considerable part
of your at-home putting practice to making consistent contact on
the sweet spot. It’s said that Paul Runyan, who won the PGA in
1934 and 1938 and whose putting prowess was legendary, would
sometimes practice just having the ball make the right sound off
the clubface. This was his way of practicing hitting the sweet spot.
THE BASIC SHOT
Putting leaves more room for individual variations than other
shots, but there are some basic procedures that good putters follow.
Setup. Step up to the ball with your feet parallel to the line of the putt.
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Make sure your feet, hips, and shoulders are all parallel to this line.
Some outstanding golfers stand slightly open to the line of the putt,
but they make a compensating motion to keep the putter on line.
Make it simple for yourself and stay square.
Lower yourself into your stance by bending from the hip joint.
Do not bend from the waist. Let your knees bend slightly, too.
They should not be rigid.
Put the putterhead on the ground behind the ball so the putterface sits square to the line you want to start the ball along. Place the ball
between the center line of your stance and your right instep. Its exact
location in this range isn’t important, as long as it’s consistent.
Stand with your eyes directly over the ball. Check this by
holding a golf club in front of your right eye and dangling it straight
down. The club should point right at the ball.
From the side, the putter and forearms form a straight line.
This alignment is important as it keeps the putter on the same
plane throughout the stroke (Figures 15–16).
Turn your left hand slightly counterclockwise, to retain the
natural angle down your forearm through your wrist to your hand.
That is, instead of the left palm facing the target, the palm will be
facing slightly skyward of that direction (Figure 17). By keeping
the natural angle in your wrist, you eliminate tension in your forearms. This allows your mind to stay relaxed and concentrate on the
delicate feelings that the putting stroke requires.
Grip pressure should be light. Hold the putter so that you
barely have a grip on it and swing it back and forth. The putter will
flop around and not follow the movement of your hands. Firm up
your grip to the point where this motion disappears and the entire
putter moves with you, but no firmer than that.
The feeling in your mind of how to stroke the putt is imparted
to the putter through the fingertips, because that is where we have
our greatest tactile sensitivity. For that reason, even though your
hands and fingers are wrapped around the club, feel as if you’re holding it in the fingertips.
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Figure 15. Putting Stance. Set up with the knees comfortably bent and
the ball slightly ahead of center.
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Figure 16. Putting Stance. The side view shows the eyes directly over
the ball, with the knees, hips, and shoulders parallel. The putter and
forearms make a continuous straight line.
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Stroke. Make a few strokes with your eyes closed and with good

tempo. Lacking visual cues that can distract you, your body will
settle into making the purest stroke possible, and also one that fits
the way you naturally move.
For example, you might swing the putter so that your hands,
arms, and shoulders move as a unit. You might keep them still and
move your wrists only. You might swing as a unit with a bit of play
in your wrists—a combination of the two styles.
Stroke the ball with the same tempo as your full swing. Consistent tempo keeps you from rushing your stroke or trying to steer
the putt, both of which are fatal errors.
Keep your head and body still, but not rigid. Hold them so
they could move if you wanted them to, but you choose not to let
them. A few strokes with your eyes closed will make you keenly
aware of any extraneous body movements, especially movement of
your head.
Keep the putter low, swinging back and through. When your
stroke follows too much of an upward arc, you risk losing control
of the club occasionally or making poor contact.
The length of the follow-through should be the same as the
length of the backswing. Cutting your follow-through short can lead
to jabbing at the ball, which adversely affects your tempo and feel.
After you’ve hit the ball, keep your head down for a few moments, and keep the putter extended in the follow-through position until the ball reaches the hole. This technique detaches your
mind from results and keeps you focused on the process of making
a good stroke.
There’s a debate going on these days about whether the putter
should go back and forth (a) on a straight line or (b) on an arc. If you
don’t manipulate the putter with your hands, you do both. Remember how the Baseboard Exercise in Chapter 3 showed you that when
you take the club back in a way that feels straight, you’re really moving the club in an arc? It’s the same with the putting stroke. Your
shoulders move around a ball joint, not along a slot, so they naturally
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Figure 17. The Putting Grip. Place the hands on the putter securely,
but gently. Notice the natural straight line through the wrist from the
forearm to the hand, made by turning the left hand slightly counterclockwise.
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move the putter through an arc. Because that’s the natural way they
move, your mind will perceive this movement as a straight line. A
natural movement looks curved and feels straight.
You might experiment with having two putting strokes—one
for short putts, where accuracy is paramount, and one for longer
putts, where distance is a greater concern.
Once you have developed a stroke that works, stick with it.
Write down how you do it in as much detail as you can, so that you
can review if things start going wrong. You might not putt well on
occasion, but if your stroke just stops working, go back to your
written description because you’ve departed from your ideal in
some way.
HOW TO READ THE GREEN
Being a good green reader means entering into a partnership
with the green. Instead of seeing the green as an adversary, an obstacle course that you have to navigate to get the ball into a tiny
hole, look at the green as a helper that’s showing you exactly where
and how firmly the ball should be sent off. Thinking outside yourself like this makes putting much less stressful.
• As you walk up to the green, look at the overall slope of the piece
of ground the green rests on. Putts on a perfectly flat green can
still break if the entire green is tilted. This tilt is generally easier
to see from a distance than while you’re standing on it.

• Take your first look at the putt from the side, standing halfway be-

tween the ball and the hole. You get a better idea of the distance
between the ball and the hole from the side, rather than from behind
the ball. At the same time, look for undulations anywhere along the
track that might require you to add speed or take some off. To avoid
slow play, look at this as soon as you get to the green.

• Go behind the ball now and turn the impressions you got from your
first look into a feeling for exactly how hard to hit the putt.
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• Now find the line by first seeing on which side of the hole a miss

carries the ball away from the hole. The correct line lies on the other
side. If you can’t see a difference, assume you have a straight putt.

• Once you’ve picked the side, look for the exact line. Many times

having the speed in mind will reveal the matching line right
away. Don’t be afraid to over-read the break, that is, assume more
break than there actually is. A putt approaching the hole from
above can topple in. If it misses, it will stay near the hole when it
stops rolling. A putt that misses on the downhill side can easily
stop rolling several feet away from the hole.

• Once you have found the line that you believe in, stop reading.

Step up to the ball with the firm conviction that you have chosen
your speed and line correctly, and hit the putt.
Read every putt, especially the short ones. Even with tap-ins,
at least look at the putt from behind before you hit it.
For longer putts, walk up and take a close look at contours within six feet or so of the hole. Guard against the ball being led away
from the hole at the last moment because of contours near the hole
you didn’t notice. It’s not unusual to see flat ground on one side of
the hole and a slope leading away from the hole on the other side.
The smart play is to aim for the safer flat side, instead of along a line
to the hole that brings the slope on the other side into play.
When the ball has to go from the lower level to the upper
level of a two-level green, go to the upper level and look back toward the ball to read the slope of the incline between the two levels.
Its real contour shows up better from above than below.
Sometimes you will step up to the putt, look, and think your read
was all wrong. This can happen when it feels like your feet are on more
of a slope than you anticipated. Step away and quickly line up the putt
again. Never decide to change your line while you’re addressing the
ball. Step back and look again. Take one look and decide.
It’s not to keep everyone from waiting that you would make a
quick decision, but to prevent conflict from entering your mind
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again. Get an impression and go with it. If you miss, well, that happens. But at least you were sure of yourself over the ball, a habit
that is more important than sinking putts.
A PRE-PUTT ROUTINE
When it’s your turn to putt, calm your mind and read your
putt, in that order. Feel calm and confident even as you’re lining up
the putt. This feeling of confidence cannot be conjured up when
you’re about to make your stroke. By then it’s too late.
After you’ve chosen the line and speed, pick a spot on the
green a few inches in front of the ball, called the alignment spot,
along the line you chose. Walk up to the ball and put the putterhead on the ground behind the ball so it’s square to a line that connects the ball and the alignment spot. When you hit the putt, you
want the ball to roll directly over this spot.
Is your concentration continuing? One way to know is that
there isn’t much self talk going on inside your head—best if not
any. If there is, step away briefly to let the chatter fade away.
Take a few practice strokes to implant the feel of the stroke
and its requisite firmness into your muscles. Step up to the ball and
without hesitation stroke the putt so it begins rolling over the alignment spot. This is the critical moment in the mental game of
putting. Waiting gives your mind a chance to wander.
This routine, including the read, won’t take more than 20 seconds. It prepares your mind to make a good putt and gathers the
necessary information. Feel free, though, to alter it on the spot.
Sometimes after I’ve made my reads, I’ll forego practice swings
and just put the putter behind the ball, look once, and go. On a
short side-hill breaker, I might not even look at the hole after I’ve
lined up the putter—I don’t want to see the hole way off to one side
and start second-guessing my line.
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We started the chapter by saying that attitude is the major factor in good putting. Do you know how easy it is to take one look
at a 6-footer on the practice green, and knock it in? Putt with that
same feeling of ease on the course. Take care on the green, but remember that it’s just a putt. Don’t put stress on yourself by making
a putt a more serious thing than it is.
HOW TO PRACTICE PUTTING
Golfers miss putts for three reasons. The first is a mechanical
error (setup or stroke). Practice at home to perfect your stroke and
minimize these errors. The second is poor distance control, which
is all about feel. Distance drills are key, and you will surprise yourself at how good you can get with just a little practice. The third is
failing to match line with speed.
Practice your mechanics at home. Calm your mind before
each stroke. Do not putt at a target. Save that for the range. Just
work on making a good stroke that repeats.
Practice putting strokes with your eyes closed. Feel how you
produce a perfect stroke when your mind isn’t thinking about the
ball or the hole. This stroke is smooth and follows the natural
rhythm carried by your personal tempo.
Practice with two golf clubs laid down parallel to each other and
about one inch further apart than the length of your putterhead. Make
short strokes at a ball without the putter touching either club.
Practice hitting the sweet spot, just like Paul Runyan did. Hit
putts over and over just to get the feel and the sound right. Do sweet
spot practice with strokes of different lengths to make sure you can
hit it no matter how much distance the putter moves through.
If you want to putt at something, try the Line Exercise to gain
a precise stroke with short putts. It works this way. Putt a ball across
a carpet to a spot about six feet away. Putt another ball up to the
first one so it barely knocks against it and lines up right behind it.
Now putt a third ball against the second in the same way. See how
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many balls in a row you can nudge right up against the one you just
hit and in line with all the ones you’ve already hit.
The practice green at the range is where you practice making
putts. There are two rules of range putting practice. First rule—for
every ball you hit on the practice tee, spend one minute putting on
the practice green. Second rule—if you’re pressed for time, skip the
mats and head for the green.
Start off by hitting balls to nowhere special for a while, recreating your home practice procedure in order to get your stroke working. Then start with short putts. The only thing that should prevent
you from making a short putt is the lack of confidence. Gain that
confidence by practicing short putts every time you step on the
practice green with the Circle Exercise.
Circle Exercise. Hit putts from four sides of the hole from one

foot away, then from two feet, then from three feet. The goal is to
make all twelve putts in a row. If you miss one, start over. When
you get good at this drill, add a round of putts from four feet, making sixteen putts in a row.
Add one element to this exercise to build your confidence over
a short putt even more. Put a quart-sized water bottle in the hole
and just think about hitting the bottle with your putt (Figure 18).
The reason to putt at a bottle is that it gives you something positive
to aim at, rather than an empty space. Also, the bottle is really easy
to hit from these distances. Your subconscious mind begins to believe that missing a short putt is something that can’t happen.
On the course, you can imagine there’s a bottle in the hole and
hit your two-footer toward it instead of an empty hole. I once had
a lot of trouble with short putts, but this trick cured the problem.
When you’ve finished the Circle Exercise, find a flat, level 10foot putt and practice hitting that one putt, over and over. Practice
making a good stroke at a target. Don’t get caught up in whether
the ball goes in the hole or not. Putting with proper mechanics is
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Figure 18. Aiming
at a bottle when
you practice short
putts eliminates the
fear of missing the
hole by giving you
a real target to hit.

the goal of this exercise. The ball going in is the indicator that
you’re doing the right things.
Practice distance control at the range. Try these five exercises
to build up your feel for distance. Whichever ones you do, go
through the green-reading procedure and your personal pre-putt
routine before you hit each putt. This is how you practice being
relaxed and confident on the green.
Hula Hoop Exercise. Go to a toy store and get hula hoop. Cut it

in half so you have two half circles. Lay down a half circle so the cut
ends are even with the hole. The rest of the hoop will make a half
circle behind the hole (Figure 19). Hit to the hole so the ball ends
up inside the semicircle defined by the hoop behind the hole, but
without touching the hoop before it stops rolling. This exercise will
help whether you customarily end up short of the hole or past it.

Random Distance Exercise. Lay four balls on the green 15, 20,
25, and 30 feet from the hole. Putt all of them to within 18 inches
of the hole. Mix up the sequence, say 25, 15, 30, and 20, so that
every putt truly differs from the one you just hit. Repeat the
exercise with a sequence of longer putts from 30, 35, 40, and 45
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Figure 19. Lay
a hula hoop be
hind a hole and
practice hitting
approach putts
past the hole, but
short of hitting
the hoop.

feet. Be sure to putt out each ball. Learn to deal with second putts
that aren’t as close as you’d like them to be.
Two Putts Exercise. Practice two-putting from 15–20 feet. Drop

one ball and get down in two. Move to another place around that hole,
or putt at a different hole, again from 15–20 feet, and get down in two.
Give yourself a different putt every time. This is a critical distance.
There’s no blame for three-putting from 50 feet, but from 15–20 feet
a three-putt is a needless waste of a stroke. This exercise will teach you
to be confident at a range from which you frequently putt.
Putting Clock Exercise. Putt around the putting clock on your

practice green, picking a sequence that gives you a longer or shorter approach than the one you just hit. Keep going around until you
hole out nine times in a row in two putts or fewer.
You can putt the ball to different distances, up to about 35
feet, depending on the speed of the green, solely by varying the
length of your stroke, but a longer stroke than that will feel cramped.
For putts over 35 feet or so, shorten your stroke and add force with
your left hand.

Rolling the Ball Exercise. Practice your feel for distance by rolling balls to the hole with your left hand. When you’ve rolled the
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ball close several times, hit a putt from there with the same feeling
in your left hand. On the course, you can swing your left arm back
and forth a few times before you hit the putt, pretending you’re
rolling the ball to the hole to instill the feeling, then hit the putt
right away. This trick works for greenside chips, too.
I tried this out with my nine-year-old grandson one day on the
executive course so he could get the feel of how hard to hit
approach putts. I had him roll a few balls at the hole by hand, then
hit the putt right away with the same feeling in his left hand as he
had when he rolled the ball. It took him four greens to get the idea
of how to roll the ball the right distance by hand, and as soon as he
did, his distance control when he putted got scary good.
Match line to speed at the range. Reading the green means more
than figuring out how the ball will curve. It means figuring out how
much it will curve given the speed we want to hit the putt. Gravity
pulls at the ball on a breaking putt, and only the right speed will counterbalance that force as the ball rolls to the hole on a given line.
After you’ve practiced your short putts and distance control, your
stroke is warmed up. Put a ball on the green to give yourself a 12-foot
breaking putt. Hit the ball straight toward the hole. Of course, the ball
will curve away. Pay careful attention to how hard you hit the ball, how
much it breaks, and how far it ends up from the hole.
Put another ball on the same spot that you hit the first one,
step back, and look at the contour, now knowing exactly how the
ball will curve at the speed you just hit it. Say the putt passed the
hole four inches to the right, you’re now seeing what a contour that
breaks four inches right looks like. That’s how you learn what contours do—not by guessing when you look, but by already knowing
when you look.
Now hit the putt a second time. Did it go in? If the putt broke
more or less than it looked like it should, and you hit it the same
speed, there’s something about the contour you’re still not seeing.
Look again until you figure out what it is.
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Once you get to the point where you can make one putt, one
read, and make the second putt, you’ve taken a big step in learning
how to read greens.
This might not be a new idea for you. Have you ever, while playing, pulled back a putt you missed, hit it again, and sank it? It’s because you knew what the break was, where the first time you weren’t
sure. Take that idea to the practice range and make it work for you.
You’ll build up a great awareness of and sensitivity to the green.
By spending an hour on the green once a week, and practicing
daily at home, you’ll notice a great improvement after just a few
weeks. There is no other way to get better and stay better than by
continual practice, but remember to enjoy it.
You read earlier that tinkering with your swing on the chance
that you’ll find something better is a no-no. With your putting,
and short shots around the green, the opposite is true. You have a
giant green light to try out anything you want. These shots are as
much about feel and finesse as they are about technique. Whenever
you practice around the green, leave your mind open to trying
whatever makes you more confident that you can get the ball close
to, or in, the hole.
Four Principles of Putting

1. You are as good on the green as you believe you are.
2. A calm mind precedes a good stroke.
3. Make contact on the sweet spot.
4. Speed determines line.
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The Short Game
If golf were broken down into phases, there would ideally be

only two—the long game and putting. We would hit every green
in regulation and putt out. But we know that doesn’t happen.
Missing greens is a normal part of golf. We miss because the
width of the green is smaller than the normal range of error on our
approach shots. Missing occasionally can be thought of as an expected result, and doesn’t necessarily mean we hit a bad shot. It just
means we enter the third phase of the game—the short game.
A good short game doesn’t lower your score—it prevents your
score from building up. If you were to analyze a round stroke by
stroke, you’d see that those little shots around the green that didn’t
end up close enough for you to get down in one putt inflated your
score. By getting good from just off the green, your score will go
down to where you deserve it to be.
Now everyone knows this, but they only seem to know it about
other people. Come to know it about yourself and act accordingly.
When I go to the range, I see the hitting area lined with people
whacking away at a big bucket of balls. The practice green, though,
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is pretty quiet. Too bad, because not only does practice here keep
your score from ballooning, but this part of the game is where the
artistry lies. This part of the game is fun.
I’m going to give you a short game plan that starts with the ball
sitting just off the green, and works back to about a hundred yards from
the green. Within this range, you can hit what I call the Four Basic Shots
to get the ball next to the hole from the fairway or light rough. They are
the greenside chip, the air chip, the hard chip, and the standard
pitch. They have names to make it easier for you to remember them.
By mastering these four shots, your score will drop in no time.
Each of these shots is played within a certain distance range. The
ranges are approximate and there is some overlap between them.
Once you get comfortable hitting these shots, you will be able to
decide for yourself which distance ranges suit each shot best.
Club selection is a critical part of hitting the Four Basic Shots.
We’re going to base our choices on one of two methods—the iron
method and the putter method.
The iron method follows the logic that a set of irons contains
clubs that have different lofts which enable a player to hit the ball
different distances with the same swing. Likewise, if the stroke you
use for a particular short shot can be kept the same every time,
distance can be controlled by using the loft of different clubs. The
iron method eliminates the stroke as a variable.
The putter method is the opposite. It’s based on the notion
that you putt with only one putter, regardless of the length of the
putt. You control the distance of the shot by varying the length of
the stroke, or its firmness, or some combination of the two. Applying this logic to the short game, you would use the same club every
time and vary your stroke to hit the ball the required distance. The
putter method eliminates the club as a variable.
You’ll see which method is best for each shot, along with a
complete description of the setup, the stroke, and some notes on
using the shot on the course. There are practice tips for the home
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and the range. For home practice, go to a carpet store and buy a
four-foot square remnant for hitting plastic balls off of.
A major theme of this book is how to use your mind to your
greatest advantage while playing. Sound advice on this matter is
spread throughout each chapter. This chapter is different, though,
in that it’s about hitting shots and is thus quite technical. I’ll say
just this about the application of the mind to the short game. While
technical matters are prerequisites to hitting a short shot, the successful execution of the shot is a matter of feel, finesse, and confidence.
Here, more than anywhere on the course, is where you can apply the
two-step mental preparation process I described in Chapter 2—visualizing the shot and staying calm while you hit it.
I sincerely believe that given a basic understanding of and the
ability to perform basic short game techniques, the success of the
shot is bound up mainly in the state of your mind as you bring the
club into the ball.
1. GREENSIDE CHIP
The ball is sitting no more than six feet from the edge of the green,
and you have a good lie. The best play is to get the ball on the green
and rolling as soon as you can. The shot to use is the greenside chip
(Figures 20–22).
Take a 5-iron and stand with your feet about a foot apart and
with the ball as close to you as when you putt. The ball is in the
center of your stance.
Grip down right next to the shaft. Since this shot is similar to
a putt, use your putting grip. Lean to the right slightly. Your hands
and arms follow that movement to the right so the club shaft ends
up tilted to the right. This tilt of the club tilts the arc of your swing,
so that you can easily hit the ball first, then the ground.
Relax your hands and arms. Tension will swamp your feel for
distance and lead you to jabbing at the ball instead of stroking it.
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Keep the club low going back and going through. Think of this
as an approach putt with an iron. Sweep the ball off the grass to avoid
backspin, rather than pinching down on it. Your wrists must not
break at any time; keep them firm and relaxed, not rigid.
Your left wrist must remain in the angle it had at address
throughout the shot, even into the follow through. This holding off
of your left wrist is the key to hitting the greenside chip correctly.
Drive your left arm forward to keep your left hand facing the target, instead of turning skyward.
Notes: Most golf instruction books advocate the iron method with
this shot. I recommend you use the putter method, because it
makes chipping an extension of approach putting. One skill serves
two shots. It also takes less practice to keep in shape.
You can use any club you like, but try making your 5-iron
your standard chipping club, regardless of the distance the ball has
to roll. Think of it as a lofted putter. A 5-iron will get the ball to
clear the fringe and start rolling quickly. On fast greens, make the
7-iron your basic chipping club.
Read the green and line up the shot. It’s disappointing to hit
the ball just the right distance but have the ball finish two feet to
the left because that’s exactly where you were aimed. Don’t let that
happen. Align, align, align.
Feel free to hit the ball hard enough to pass the hole. That’s the
only way it ever will go in. If you miss, leaving the ball a few feet past
the hole is no worse than leaving it a few feet short. When the pin is
on a slope, however, plan your shot so your miss leaves you with an
uphill putt. At times that will preclude challenging the hole.
Always leave the pin in. Sometimes it will act as a backstop if
the ball comes off the club hotter than you had planned. More than
once, I’ve hit a runner and gotten a break when it hit the pin.
Save your putter for the green. Putting from the fringe is a
risky shot, without considerable practice to support it. There are
variables on the ground that make lofting the ball over the grass
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with a 5-iron a better choice than rolling the ball through it with a
putter. When the fringe is cut very close, one option is to run the
ball up to the hole with a low-lofted hybrid club.
Chipping is all about distance control. Remove one variable
by hitting the ball on the same spot of the clubface every time,
ensuring a response you can predict and control. This is much like
hitting your putts on the sweet spot.
Practice the greenside chip at home several times a week by
hitting balls into a soft backstop. Work on three things: hitting
through the ball, holding off the left hand after impact, and hitting
the ball where you aimed it. Apply your personal tempo and
rhythm to the stroke. Think “swing,” not “hit.”
Practice the greenside chip at the range by finding a practice
green that allows chipping. I wish I owned stock in the company
that makes “No Chipping” signs, but there’s a green somewhere
near you that allows chipping. Please find it.
Chip a ball from one spot to four different targets, each a different distance away. Putt out each ball. Repeat this until you get
every ball down in two shots at most, then move to another spot
around the green and start over. Vary this exercise by dropping four
balls at different spots and chipping to one hole.
2. AIR CHIP

Greenside to twenty-five yards

The ball is near the green, but behind the fringe. The ball has
to be hit in the air because it has a lot of ground to cover before it
gets to the green, but still has some distance to roll to the pin. I call
this shot the Air Chip (Figures 23–25).
Use your sand wedge and set up with the ball in the center of
your stance. Recreational golfers who hit these shots poorly set up
with the ball near their right foot. The result is often a top or a skull
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since the club has passed the bottom of the swing arc, and is traveling upward by the time it reaches the ball.
Bring your feet a few inches closer together and position the
ball three or four inches closer to you than for a full swing.
Lean to the right, so that your right leg is perpendicular to the
ground. Your hands and arms follow that movement to the right as
well, so the club shaft ends up tilted to the right. This tilt of the club
tilts the arc of your swing, so that you can easily hit the ball first, then
the ground.
Take the club back with a bit of break in your wrists, and let
them break back to their starting position by the time the club is
back to the ball. At that point, gently arrest their breaking motion
and follow through with firm, not rigid, wrists. If the wrists continue to break after impact, the ball will flip up in the air, land
short, and stop short.
Hit through the ball so you make firm contact with the ground
where the leading edge of the ball lies. This will pinch the ball off
the ground and give it backspin.
Notes: Judge how hard you want to hit the shot by picking the spot
on the green where you want the ball to land. The plan is to hit that
spot and let the roll take care of itself. Spend some time on the
practice green learning the air-to-ground ratio of this shot. Line up
the shot in the same way you line up a greenside chip.
When the distance from the edge of the green to the hole is
significantly greater than the distance from the ball to the edge, hit
this shot with a less-lofted club such as a pitching wedge or a 9iron. When there is very little green to work with, hit the shot with
a 60-degree wedge. Do some practicing with this club, because you
have to hit it harder than you think you should.
After you’ve decided how hard you want to hit your shot, make
a few practice swings in quick succession to ensure you’re brushing
the ground cleanly. Then hit the shot right away while the feeling
of the stroke is fresh. This is an easy shot to flub if you don’t give it
a careful rehearsal.
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Practice the air chip at home several times a week by hitting
plastic balls into a soft backstop. Work on two things: hitting through
the ball, and letting your wrists break going back and when they return to the ball, but not beyond that point. Apply your personal
tempo and rhythm to the stroke. Think “swing,” not “hit.”
Practice the air chip at the range by hitting balls to no place in
particular, watching how much the ball runs after it lands. This information is critical in learning how to hit this shot one-putt close.
Then try your hand at hitting it to holes at different distances.
Of all the Four Basic Shots, I would recommend spending the
most time practicing this one because you’ll be hitting more of this
shot on the course than any of the other three. Being able to get up
and down with this shot will save lots of strokes.
3. HARD CHIP
Twenty to fifty yards
This is a difficult distance for every golfer. Play a pitch-andrun, adapted here to what I call a Hard Chip (Figures 26–28).
Use your 9-iron and set up with the ball in the center of your
stance. Bring your feet a few inches closer together and position the
ball three or four inches closer to you than for a full swing.
Lean to the right so that your right leg is perpendicular to the
ground. Your hands and arms follow that movement to the right as
well, so the club shaft ends up tilted to the right. This tilt of the club
tilts the arc of your swing so you can easily hit the ball first, then the
ground.
The stroke is the same as for the greenside chip, just longer. Take
the club back and hit through with no wrist break at any time. This is
an arm stroke, in tune with a slight amount of lower body movement.
Hit through the ball so you make firm contact with the ground
where the leading edge of the ball lies. This will pinch the ball off
the ground and give it backspin. Your follow-through must be at
least as long as your backswing.
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The key move in this stroke is to end the shot with the club
pointed right at the target to ensure the ball flies straight.
Notes: Use this shot to hit the ball onto a wide-open green. Play it to
land just off the green and roll the rest of the way to the hole.
The hard chip gives you the control of the clubhead, which
you need at this awkward distance. Hitting from this distance with
a wedge and a more sweeping stroke is risky, because you can’t hit
the ball that hard. When you back down on a shot, you can get too
lax and make bad contact. The hard chip is also a safer shot than a
standard pitch when you have a tight lie.
You can play this shot with the putter method or the iron
method. I generally use a 9-iron exclusively, but if you use the iron
method, I suggest you use a 7-iron through pitching wedge.
Calibrate the distance each club carries the ball when swinging
with a standard-length stroke.
Guard against your hands tightening up when you come into
impact. When your grip pressure changes from what it was at address, you’re likely to blade the ball or top it.
Take the club back no farther than waist high. If you feel you
need to swing back farther because of the distance to be carried,
play a standard pitch (p. 71).
This is a versatile shot that can be adapted to control the ball
in a number of difficult situations.

• For example, if you’re 80 yards from the green on a windy

day, throwing the ball in the air with your wedge is a risky shot.
Play a hard chip with a 6-iron instead. The ball won’t get more than
ten feet off the ground, and will bore straight through the wind.

• You can hit this shot off the tee to a short par 3 from an

elevated tee. This is a much safer shot than a full swing with a short
iron, and you’ll keep the ball under the wind.
• Say you drove into some trees and you have a clear path down
the fairway if you can keep the ball under some low-hanging
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Figure 20, 21, and 22. The
Greenside Chip. Set up for the
greenside chip with the ball back
of center and your weight more
on your right side. Hold the club
right next to the shaft. Swing the
club back and through without
breaking your wrists at any time.

20

21

22
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Figure 23, 24, and 25. The Air
Chip. Set up with the ball slightly
back of center and your weight
favoring your right side. Take
the club back and let your wrists
break, but square them up again
at impact and do not allow them
to break any further as you follow through.

23

24

25
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Figure 26, 27, and 28. The Hard
Chip. Set up for the hard chip
with the ball in the center and
your weight to the right. Grip
down about an inch for more
control. Do not let your wrists
break at any time during the
stroke, and finish with the club
pointing at your target.

26

27

28
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Figure 29, 30, and 31. The
Standard Pitch. Set up for the
standard pitch with the ball in
the center and your weight to the
right. Grip down about an inch
for more control. Note the right
arm going back until it’s parallel
to the ground. Rotate your body
through to face the target.

29

30

31
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branches. Hit the hard chip with a hybrid club. The ball will sail no
more than a few feet off the ground and run a long way. If you play
on courses with tree-lined fairways, knowing this shot will pay off.
Practice the hard chip at home several times a week by hitting
plastic balls into a soft backstop. Work on three things: hitting
through the ball, making sure the wrists do not break on the backswing, and holding off the left hand after impact. Apply your personal tempo and rhythm to the stroke. Think “swing,” not “hit.”
Practice the hard chip at the range by hitting several balls off
the practice mat. Use all of the clubs you normally use for this shot,
to maintain the mechanics of the shot. Practice hitting it straight.
Since it’s doubtful your practice facility is set up so you can hit this
shot to a green, go to an executive course (p. 72) to learn what happens after the shot lands.
4. STANDARD PITCH

Forty to one hundred yards

When the ball is in the fairway, too far away from the green for
a delicate control shot, and too close for a full swing, you’ll be hitting
a standard pitch. This is probably the last shot that recreational golfers learn to hit well, but when you get good at it, you’ll feel there is
no problem on the golf course you can’t solve (Figures 29–31).
Set up with the back of the ball touching the center line of
your stance. Bring your feet a few inches closer together and position the ball three or four inches closer to you than for a full swing.
Shift your weight slightly to your right side.
Take the club back with a light rhythmic feeling. Let your
wrists hinge freely as they go back. Your lower body turns as well.
When your right arm gets about parallel to the ground, feel
the backswing come to a momentary pause prior to coming back
down. The momentum and inertia of the backswing have created a
feeling that the club is lightly suspended in your hands.
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Let the club start down on its own without pushing it, as you turn
your body back into the ball. The club will accelerate naturally as it
comes down. Hit through the ball to make firm contact with the
ground where the leading edge of the ball lies. This will pinch the ball
and give it backspin. Follow through to where you have turned enough
to face the target.
Resist the urge to do something extra with your hands or wrists at
impact. The club will find the ball and get it into the air by itself.
There’s no need to get flippy with your hands.
Notes: This is an iron method shot. Hit it with any club from your
lob wedge to your 8-iron. Find out what distance each one provides by hitting four or five pitches with each club and having a
friend mark the spot where the ball lands.
My distances with this method are: lob wedge, 60 yards; sand
wedge, 75 yards; pitching wedge, 90 yards; 9-iron, 100 yards; 8iron, 110 yards. To fill the gaps, you can add distance by swinging
longer, or subtract distance by gripping down on the club or swinging shorter, or both.
Practice the standard pitch at home several times a week by hitting plastic balls into a soft backstop, such as a blanket draped over a
curtain rod. Work on two things: hitting through the ball and coming back to the same place in your backswing every time. Apply your
personal tempo and rhythm to the stroke. Think “swing,” not “hit.”
Practice the standard pitch at the range by hitting balls with
each of the pitching clubs. If your driving range has flags set at
pitching distances, hit to them for a while, then pick out a ball lying on the ground and try to drop a pitch right on top of it. Keep
it up until you get one-putt close, then pick another ball lying out
there at a different distance and repeat the exercise.
Go ahead and devote a whole bucket to this shot. It’s worth it.
Develop the Four Basic Shots at an executive course. Go out by
yourself when the course isn’t too busy. After you’ve teed off, drop
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balls at different distances within 100 yards of the green so you can
hit a pitch, a hard chip, an air chip, and a greenside chip. Practice
all four shots on every hole. If you flub a shot, hit it again to get it
right.
This is invaluable short game practice you can’t get at the
range. One year when we had a mild winter, I went to an executive
course for the entire off-season. When spring came, I had a short
game that was in mid-season form.
ROUGH
When you’re in high grass around the green, use your sand
wedge and hit the air chip, but with an open clubface. Keeping the
face square lets the high grass grab the club and prevent you from following through. Result—the ball goes nowhere.
Check the lie carefully. When the ball is sitting way down in
the grass, take the club up more steeply and use a wristy stroke to
get the club underneath the ball. Rather than hitting the ball, think
of thumping the ground underneath the ball with the bottom of
the club. Be sure to follow through.
If the ball sits up in the grass, the club could pass underneath
the ball barely making contact, and the ball will go about two feet.
Get a 7-iron and spank the back of the ball.
These three shots take some practice, but they’re good ones to
have in your repertoire.
Practice the shots from the rough at the range or go to an
empty field. Any place with 1"–4" grass will do. Precise contact is
vital with this shot, since mishits leave the ball in the rough or send
it flying across the green. Learn how to get the ball popping out of
the rough before you work on distance control.
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SAND
Greenside bunker shots: The pros say that greenside bunker
shots are the easiest shots in golf. If they are, then why do we have
so much trouble with them?
The basics are to play the ball forward, open the clubface, open
your stance, make a big slow swing, slice the club underneath the
ball, and follow through. From there, I would suggest getting a lesson to fill in the details. It’s hard to learn this shot from a book.
Once you’ve had that lesson and can get the ball out of the bunker with confidence, there are two more critical skills that round out
your bunker game. One is how to hit a bunker shot different distances. The other is how to get the ball high into the air quickly, to
get out of deep bunkers. That’s all in lesson number two.
If you’re truly helpless in a bunker, take an 8-iron and chip it out
over the nearest edge, no matter which direction it’s facing, and play
on. Then vow to yourself that you’re going to get that basic lesson.
Don’t be afraid to take an unplayable lie in a bunker. I’ve done
this several times. The first time I hit my tee shot on a par 3 to a
grassy sloping bank with a bunker between the ball and the green.
I bladed the pitch. The ball ran into the bunker and stopped next
to a vertical front edge. No shot.
The rules allow you to take an unplayable lie and replace the
ball where you originally hit it, so I dropped the ball back on the
bank, pitched over the bunker, and the ball went in for my most
unlikely bogey ever.
Another time I put a drive in a fairway bunker, once again smack
against a vertical lip. I took an unplayable lie and dropped the ball in
the bunker, got out, and made bogey. Use the rules to help you.
Medium bunker shots. The pros say the 40-yard bunker shot is the
hardest shot in golf. It’s not really that hard if you have a clean lie.
Take an 8-iron, square up your stance and clubface. With the
ball in the middle of your stance, and with upright posture, hit the
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hard chip. Nip the ball off the top of the sand contacting the sand
lightly. You absolutely must hit the ball first, or the club will dig
into the sand and the ball won’t go five feet.
Fairway bunker shot: These shots are not that difficult either.

Take one more club than the distance would indicate—a 6-iron rather
than a 7-iron, for example. Incidentally, a recreational golfer should
never hit anything straighter than a 6-iron out of a fairway bunker
without practice. Also, make sure that regardless of the distance you
face, the club has enough loft to clear the lip of the bunker.
Square up your stance and make it a bit wider than usual.
Place the ball in the center of your stance. Make as full an upper
body turn as you can and swing easily while minimizing your lower body turn. A powerful stroke isn’t needed here; do not try for
distance. You want to nip the ball off the top of the sand at impact.
Make sure you hit the ball first and never let the club dig in.
This method will work only if you have a clean lie with the ball
sitting up well on the surface of the sand. When the ball is buried a bit,
or if you don’t think a long shot will be otherwise successful, go on
defense. Chip the ball out into the fairway and proceed from there.
Practice the sand shots at the range and count your blessings if
your range has a practice bunker. Use it every time you go out.
Drop four or five balls in various spots and hit them out. Go get
the balls and do it again.
Practice greenside shots to different distances. Practice with
the ball on a downslope or an upslope. Tamp the ball into the sand
and hit it out. End your practice by chipping a few to 40 or 50
yards away, and hitting a few full shots with a 6-iron.
SPECIALTY SHOTS
There are an unlimited variety of short game situations and a
solution to each one, but if you don’t have the shot, don’t play to the
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pin. Play to a spot on the green you can get to. Remember those
situations and have a lesson where the pro teaches you how to hit
them. I had a lesson like that several years ago that’s still paying off.
During that lesson, you’ll learn some of the ways you can vary
a short shot to get different results. Keep going in that direction by
giving yourself a difficult shot at the range and figuring out how to
hit it. By making a habit of giving yourself a new problem shot
whenever you go to the range, you’ll expand the possibilities of
your short game and you’ll develop the tools to invent a shot when
presented with a new and unique situation on the course. Imagination is one thing, but you have to have the skills to back it up.
Practice your specialty shots at the range every so often. Some
specialty shots get used so infrequently that you might forget you have
them in your repertoire. Have you ever stood on the next tee, fresh
from a double bogey, and thought, “Darn it! Why didn’t I hit that
mini-flop (to make up a name) with my sand wedge?” Because you
hadn’t used it in such a long time you forgot about it, that’s why.
Keep a list of these shots, and the situation in which they are used.
Once a month, spend some time at the range hitting these shots not
only to keep up your technique, but also to refresh your memory.
It will help you remember specialty shots and the situation in
which they are used if you give each one a name. Air chip and hard
chip are examples of names I came up with.
Learning a new shot
There is a sequence to go through to learn the new short shot. Go
to the range and get a bucket of about sixty balls. Hit that shot with the
entire bucket. Hit the shot over and over until you’ve figured out how
to make clean contact and make the ball behave how you want it to.
It might take several such sessions to get complete command of a
new shot’s mechanics. You can speed up the process by hitting plastic
balls at home. Keep at it until you can hit a clean shot every time.
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After you’ve learned to make clean contact consistently, start
aiming the shot at a target to learn how to hit the ball straight. While
you’re learning, ignore distance errors. Work on one thing at a time.
Once direction is mastered, you can move on to controlling
distance. This is the skill that gets the ball close to the hole.
I use this three-step method to learn a new short shot because
it works. The first shot I used it on was the standard pitch. I just
couldn’t hit this shot. I would blade it, chunk it, and shank it. It got
so bad that I would do whatever I could to avoid playing from 3090 yards in front of the green. That’s no way to play golf. So I
practiced just like I described above. Before the summer was out I
was hitting one pitch after another that flew high and straight into
the green from distances I formerly dreaded.
The next year I started in on those 20–30 yard chips and was
getting up and down on occasion in no time.
A few years ago I played a round with a man in his early fifties
who had a withered left arm. He didn’t hit the ball very far, but he
did hit it straight. He also had an amazing short game. I didn’t pay
much attention to how he was scoring but after the round was over,
he had shot a 73. He told me that he had had this condition all his
life, so he realized early on that if he wanted to become a good
golfer, he would have to have a brilliant short game.
This fellow developed his short game because he had to. Getting good at the short game is good advice for all of us. Be willing
to drop a few hundred dollars on a series of short game lessons.
This will do more for your score than spending twice as much
money on a new driver.
Four Principles of the Short Game

1. A calm mind is essential to the success of the shot.
2. Distance control is critical.
3. Play to the green first, to the pin if you can.
4. Play the shot you can hit, not the shot you want to hit.
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Playing the Game
Golf is a game that you play. It’s more than being able to hit

shots. Hitting the ball well doesn’t make you a good golfer; getting
the ball in the hole does. That calls for strategic golf. The two most
important rules of strategy for recreational golfers are:
1. Play the shot that will put your ball in the best position for
the next shot.
2. If you are not skilled enough to put the ball in that spot,
choose a spot that you can play to which will still give you
a workable next shot.
I played a round early one spring with a friend of mine, a middleaged adult who picked up the game just a few years ago. It was a cool
day, so the ball flew shorter, and the fairways were wet, which meant it
was all carry off the tee. We both drove into the fairway on a long par
4, which under the day’s conditions was playing as a par 5.
We got to his ball, about 190 yards from the tee, and he wondered out loud what to do. The green was more than 200 yards
away, over a pond, and guarded by another pond on the left.
I wouldn’t try for the green from there on a good day. So I said,
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“How about taking out your wedge, pitching down the fairway
past the 150-yard pole for a short iron into the green?” He said,
“Yeah, I suppose.” (pause) “Nah, I’m going for it.” The next sounds
we heard were his hybrid club slapping the soggy turf, followed by
the rude splash of his ball entering the nearer pond.
We walked up 10 yards to my ball. I took out my wedge,
pitched past the 150-yard pole, walked up to the ball, and hit an
8-iron onto the green. He said, “Oh. That’s what you meant.”
Rule 1, Rule 2.
BEFORE YOU TEE OFF
Have a Game Plan

When you visit a course you often play, make up a strategy
ahead of time for how to play each hole, and follow that strategy
during the round. Determine, in advance, which club you will hit
off each tee and where in the fairway you want to aim. Know what
shot you want to play into the green. This will often determine
which club you hit off the tee. Know how to play into the greens
—which side you can miss safely on and which miss to avoid.
Play to your average score. Let’s say that’s 14 over par. Push
yourself a little and have 12 over be your target score. Look over the
scorecard and mark six holes where you think you can make par.
They’ll probably be par 5s, the shorter par 4s, and a few par 3s. Play
all the other holes for bogey. That means dial back from the tee on
your bogey holes and don’t challenge the green unnecessarily.
You might wonder why you’re intentionally giving away shots
by not trying for a par. Actually, this strategy will save shots. One
reason why you’re a long handicapper is because you give away
strokes by trying for pars on holes that are too difficult, and end up
making a big number. A conservative game plan will keep you playing within yourself, avoiding doubles or worse, and getting more
pars than you might expect.
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Warming Up on the Range

Start with your driver and work down. Swing slowly, easily,
and loosely. This is an outstanding way to get all your golf muscles
stretched out, establish your tempo, and associate the driver with a
smooth swing, rather than a hard hit.
Hit a shot with every club, making easy swings. Concentrate
on hitting each one with clean tempo. Rehearse any specialty shots
you know you’ll be hitting, like a high shot to cut the corner off the
tee on number 3, or a knockdown into the green on number 13.
They’ll be a lot easier to hit on the course if you hit them earlier on
the warm-up tee. End the warm up with a few short shots—standard pitches, hard chips, and air chips. Some courses don’t have a
range where you can warm up. Go through the bag making practice swings and finish by hitting some plastic balls you brought
with you.
Warming Up on the Green

Begin with one ball only, making smooth strokes to no particular target to get the stroke working.
Then put a bottle in the hole and hit some one-foot putts,
then two-foot putts. Follow that up with a series of 20–40 foot
putts to get the speed of the greens down. Keep hitting them until
you get close enough to two-putt. This warm up takes about ten
minutes. At this point, stop. This isn’t putting practice. When
you’re ready, put the putter away.
Hitting a few chips is a good idea, too, but again, just to warm
up, not to practice.
Choose the Right Tees

The point of having different tees is to allow golfers of differing ability to play roughly the same club into the green. I once
played a round with a fellow who hit from the blue tees while my
buddy and I played from the whites. This fellow was long, but not
that long. He started from way behind me and was always 20 yards
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Figure 32. The
course and slope
ratings help you
decide which set of
tees to play from.

or more behind me in the fairway. So I got to play at least two clubs
less into the green on every hole than he did. Go figure.
Which tees should you hit from? One way to tell is by the
yardages of the par-4 holes. If there are four or more on which
you’ll have to hit at least a drive and a long iron to get to the green,
those tees might be too long for you.
Another way is to look at the course and slope rating listed on
the scorecard. Each set of tees has ratings that look like this: 69.8/117
(Figure 32). If the first number is under 70 and the second number
is under 120, those tees are OK. If only one number fits these criteria, still OK, but you’ll be challenged. If neither of the numbers fit,
they’re the wrong tees unless you’re a low handicapper.
My home course is 6,401 yards from the white tees and 6,880
yards from the blue tees. Though I can play from the blues, I’m at
the edge of my ability all day. When the round is over I feel like I
survived. I can turn in a better score and have more fun from the
whites. Remember, you’re out there to have fun. Don’t make your
round harder unnecessarily.
Mark Your Ball!—An Unnecessary Play in One Act

Player A and Player B walk up to where they hit their tee shots.
Player A: Here’s my ball.
Player B: There’s mine right next to it.
A: Which one is yours?
B: (standing by a ball in the fairway) This one. I’m playing a GoFar 2.
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A: I’m playing a GoFar, too. I mean, as well.
B: Well, this looks like where mine went, so I’m hitting it.
A: Wait a second. Are you sure that’s your ball?
B: (incredulously) Yeah. It’s a GoFar 2!
A: (as if speaking to a six-year-old) Does it have a green dot on it?
B: (looking more carefully this time) Oh. I guess it does.
A: Then that’s my ball. Yours is the one in the rough. (Thinking
to himself, “That’s the third time this month. When’s he going to
learn to mark his #@x! ball?”)
“The responsibility for playing the proper ball rests with the
player. Each player should put an identification mark on his ball.”
—USGA Rule 6-5, 12-2 (Figure 33).
After you’ve teed off, always check the ball before you hit it
just to be sure it’s yours.

Figure 33. This dot
(green in real life)
makes it easy for
me and my playing
companions to
identify my ball.

The Official Rules

The rules of golf take up 97 pages of fine print, and there is a
457-page book of decisions that clarify unusual circumstances. You
don’t have to know all that, but you do need to know the basic
rules, and follow them. If you don’t, your score doesn’t mean anything. The United States Golf Association has publications available on its Web site that help you learn the most frequently used
rules and how to apply them.
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Golf ’s rules aren’t made to make the game harder for you.
They’re meant to keep competition fair and to hold you responsible
for what happens when you hit the ball. I have great respect for
people who face up to the consequences of their mistakes. When I
meet people who don’t do this on the golf course, I wonder what
kind of shortcuts they take in their daily life.
PLAYING STRATEGIES
The First Hole

Tee off with a three-wood. Take one more club on your approach
from the fairway and hit it smoothly. Even though you’ve warmed up,
the first tee shot and first fairway shot induce mental tension. Don’t
put pressure on yourself to hit perfect shots right away.
The First Green

The approach putt on the first green is never certain because
you don’t really know how fast the greens are. If someone else putts
before you do, watch how their ball comes to a stop. The longer it
takes the ball to slow down, the faster the green. Observe the depth
of the pitch mark your ball made. The shallower the firmer, and
likely the faster, the green. A green that feels spongy to walk on will
be slower than one that feels firm under your feet.
The 14th Hole

This is the place where concentration can flag. You’ve been
playing for about three hours now, and are a bit tired physically.
You’ve also been concentrating for a long time. Keep going and
avoid a mental let-down.
The 18th Hole

Having the clubhouse in sight doesn’t mean the game is over. It’s
time to concentrate more than ever, especially if you’re playing well.
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Get the ball in the fairway without being greedy for extra yardage.
Play into the green using the shots that have been working well today. On the green, use the same process you’ve used up to this point
to get the ball in the hole. Don’t become conservative all of a sudden,
and for sure, don’t take chances you wouldn’t have taken before.
Use Enough Club on a Par 3

These are sneaky holes. You can think you have a good chance
at a par, and walk off the green with a double bogey, easy as pie.
The key to a good score is choosing the right club to hit off the tee.
Base your club selection on the listed yardage plus seven yards.
That’s the yardage to play the hole at regardless of where the pin is,
unless it’s a deep green. Say it’s a 148-yard hole. Your 150-yard club
will be short. Take one more club to get hole high.
The green on some par-3 holes is surrounded by hazards—
mounds, bunkers, high grass. Consider that on holes like this it
might be best for you to deliberately play short of the green and
chip on for your bogey or possible par, rather than challenge the
hazards and end up with a double bogey or worse.
Be Accurate on Par 4s

These are the hardest holes. Even the pros average slightly over
par on par 4s. Your top priority off the tee is to get the ball in the
fairway. All other considerations come next. From the fairway, if
you think you can hit on, play your approach to the center of the
green, not to the pin. Otherwise, play up to the green away from
trouble and chip on.
Easy Does It on Par 5s

You can get pars on these holes if you plan each shot carefully.
First, getting in the fairway is a must. Tee off with the longest club
that you feel confident will get the ball in the fairway.
Play your second shot with enough club to get 40–50 yards past
the 150-yard marker. This will give you a short iron or a pitch into
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the green. There’s nothing to be gained by hitting a fairway wood for
the second shot unless you know you can get to the green with it.
Play your third shot for the center of the green. Start paying
attention to which shots you use to play into the green on par 5s,
and get very good at those shots.
Tee Off with the Right Club

The tee shot is the most critical shot on any hole. A successful
drive doesn’t always set up a good score, but a poor drive guarantees
a bad one. Rule: Choose the shortest club for your tee shot that will
set up the hole for you.
Example: par 5, straightaway, no tricks, and you don’t have the
length to reach it in two. Play a 3-wood, a hybrid club, and pitch
on. Missing the fairway with a driver puts getting on in three shots
at risk.
Example: medium par 4, with a fairway that starts rising halfway to the hole, going steeply up to an elevated green. This is the
9th hole on my home course. I can hit a driver and a 9-iron, or a
3-wood and a 7-iron. The 3-wood lands the ball on a manageable
upslope, but the driver puts me on a slope that would make a
mountain goat nervous. Go with the 3-wood.
Example: short par 4. A driver will leave a pitch of 60–80
yards, not the easiest shot. This is a hole where you can set yourself
up to hit your best club into the green. Let’s say you’re money with
an 8-iron. Subtract your 8-iron distance from the hole’s yardage
and tee off with the club that gives you the distance left over.
Example: medium par 5, with a pond on the right stretching
from 6-iron to 3-wood distance from the tee. Anything shorter
than a driver will put the pond in play. Hit the driver to put the ball
past trouble on the fly.
Example: first hole, par 5, trees hard on the right all the way to
the hole. A driver or fairway wood off the tee will likely end up in
the trees since your mind hasn’t settled into playing mode yet. How
about 4-iron, 4-iron, 7-iron?
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Example: long par 4. Before you think driver, is there enough
room in the fairway? Even if you get the ball in the fairway, could
you reliably hit the green with your second shot? If the answer to
either of these questions is no, consider playing this hole as a short
par 5 and hit an iron off the tee. I prefer getting bogeys on these
holes, to a string of 6s and an occasional par.
Getting the idea? I see so many recreational golfers pull out
their driver reflexively, when it is clearly not the appropriate club.
Think about it before you bang away.
The Sun at Your Back

When the sun’s at your back, you cast a shadow that lets you
watch yourself swing. This can be quite distracting. Take a few extra practice swings so that watching yourself swing doesn’t bother
you. Then you’re ready to play your shot.
How to Hit Your Irons

Remind yourself first that irons are not distance clubs—they’re
accuracy clubs. The idea is to hit them straight. To do this, grip
down at least one inch. Take the club back three-quarters and follow through the same amount. Make an easy swing. Plan for the
club to hit through the ball and contact the ground in front of the
ball (the side closest to the hole).
Uneven Lies

These shots are hard to hit. Gravity is trying to pull you off balance. Resolve that you won’t try to get out of this shot what you
could get from one on a level lie. Stand up to the ball and make some
practice swings. This helps you feel how to stand and where impact
will occur. Swing easily to keep your balance and make good contact.
When the slope is too severe, just take a wedge and chip out to a flat
part of the fairway. That’s giving up one stroke to save two.
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Out of the Rough

Missing the fairway need not cost you a stroke if you know
how to adjust your swing when the ball is in the rough. First of all,
decide whether you can put a swing on the ball. If the ball is lying
in grass that is too high, chip out to the fairway. When the lie is
favorable, do these three things: (1) position the ball one ball back
of center, (2) select one, maybe two, more clubs than the distance
calls for, and (3) take the club back a little steeper, and swing down
a little steeper so the clubface doesn’t get caught up in the grass.
Practice this shot before you try it on the course.
Short Game Strategy

Your first consideration with a short shot is to get the ball on
the green. If you do, you can start putting. A secondary consideration is to get the ball close to the hole with your short shot. Sometimes getting close demands a shot you don’t have. Trying to hit
that shot anyway might make things worse. We would certainly
like to turn three shots into two, as the saying goes, but we absolutely don’t want to turn them into four.
On the Green: Charge or Die?

Having the ball die at the hole gives you the best chance to
have it go in. True, you’ll have dying putts head straight for the
hole, make a right turn three inches away, and stop just off to the
side. On the other hand, more dying putts than that will topple
over sideways into the hole, and you’ll rarely lip out. Instead, you’ll
lip in. As a rule, the faster and truer the greens, the more of a die
putter you want to be.
A related question is, should you try to sink every putt? The
answer is “yes” for putts up to 15 feet or so. Longer than that, a
better goal is to leave the putt close to the hole. Giving yourself a
larger acceptable error takes pressure off the putt so it’s easier to get
it close, and sometimes it goes in!
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Going to School

Sometimes you will be right on or very close to the line of a
player putting before you do. Watch that putt carefully, because
you get the speed and break handed to you. Take advantage of what
you saw when you read your putt.
One day my buddy hit a 10-footer that missed to the right of
the hole. My 6-footer was nearly along the same line, and when I
looked, I thought it would break left. That must have been what
he thought too, and it didn’t break. I told myself to play it straight,
and it went in.
How to Avoid the Blow-up Hole

There are two reasons for blow-up holes. One is playing into
trouble when you don’t have to. The other is getting out of trouble
the wrong way.
Play safely off the tee, play safely into the green. Balance the
reward for the shot you are about to hit with the risk. If the shot
doesn’t come off well and it will take an extra stroke to get the ball
to where you intended, that’s OK. Losing a stroke here and there
because of our technical limitations is part of the recreational game.
But if it will cost you two or three strokes if this shot doesn’t work
out, the risk is too great. Hit the ball somewhere else.
On a number of occasions, I’ve avoided a blow-up hole by
playing a recovery shot from the middle of the fairway. The story
that opened this chapter is an example of several times when I
didn’t hit a great drive and was faced with a second shot into the
teeth of trouble. I stayed in good shape each time by chipping up
the fairway to a position from where I could hit a comfortable shot
into the green. I took my bogey and walked to the next tee a happy
man. That’s smart recreational golf.
But still, you’re going to get into trouble no matter how much
you try to avoid it. That’s golf, regardless of how skilled you are. It’s
what you do next that counts.
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Getting out of trouble is a two-step process. First, assess your
situation honestly and accept the fact that you’re going to lose a
stroke. When there’s no clear shot ahead, or you have an obstructed
swing, or your lie is ghastly, don’t try to accomplish too much. Just
get out. Play a shot you’re absolutely confident with, one that will
get the ball back in play with a clear path to the green.
Getting greedy for yards at the same time will cost you. If it
means hitting sideways or even backwards to get the ball safely
back in play, by all means do it.
Here’s a rule of thumb: think of the score you’re likely to get
on this hole if you recover by chipping the ball out to the fairway.
Now add on two strokes. That’s the score you’re likely to get if you
try a heroic recovery instead of chipping out. Accepting a double
bogey out of trouble often means avoiding the quad.
The second step involves the shot after the recovery. Resist the urge
to play a heroic shot to make up for the recovery shot. You got your ball
out of trouble, but don’t leave your mind in trouble. Play on normally,
as if nothing had happened. When you’re in the fairway and the green
is too far away, lay up. If you’re around the green but the pin is still not
accessible, just get the ball on the green so you can start putting.
MENTAL STRATEGIES
How to Break 100 (or 90, or 80)

Give yourself permission. One reason we fail to attain our
goals isn’t the fear of failure, but the fear of success. We don’t see
ourselves as being that good and we live up to that image. Change
the image you have of yourself.
If you’re shooting 105 without much effort, start thinking of
yourself right now as a high 90s golfer. Really believe that’s how
good you are. It might take a while for your scores to catch up to
your image, but they will. And when it happens, you’ll find that it
wasn’t that hard to do. You just had to believe it.
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Standing Over the Ball

The only thing to have on your mind when you’re about to take
the club away is the feeling of peace with the shot you’re about to hit.
What else could you have in mind? Swing thoughts, for one.
A swing thought is almost always a sign that you don’t have
faith in what you’re about to do. Get your technical points worked
out on the range and trust what you learned. Discipline yourself so
that the only feeling you have as you are about to hit the ball is the
uninterrupted feeling of peace about the shot you are going to hit.
If you feel anything else when you’re about to take the club
away, especially doubt as to whether you can hit the shot successfully, stop and step away from the ball. Calm your mind before you
step up to the ball again. There’s no use hitting the ball and kicking
yourself when the shot turns out poorly by saying, “I knew I
shouldn’t have hit that shot.” If you knew, then why did you?
The Long Hitter You’re Playing With

Say you’re playing with someone who is a long hitter. Really
long. Just watching, it doesn’t look that hard, so you decide you’ll
change your swing a little bit so you can pump it out there, too.
Stop right there.
Maybe you can change your swing a little bit to get that real long
hit, but not in the middle of the round! Wait until you’ve finished playing to go to the range and try whatever it is you want to do.
You cannot let other players, especially long hitters, take you
out of your game. Play your game from start to finish, and get the
score that your game delivers. That’s good enough.
Be Your Own Caddy

We would all score at least five strokes less every time out if we
had an experienced caddy advising us on what shots to hit. Since
we don’t, be your own caddy.
When you’re about to hit a shot, pretend you’re recommending to your playing partner what shot to hit. You would certainly
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recommend a shot within his or her capability. This is the shot you
should hit, too. Hearing yourself say this can help talk yourself out
of playing a risky shot, and into playing a more sensible one.
When your planned shot doesn’t work out, there’s a decision
to make. For example, there’s a clear approach to the green on the
right side of the fairway, but not on the left side where your drive
ended up. Can you come up with an intelligent second shot that
will leave you with an easy third into the pin? Your answer makes
all the difference in your success as a player.
After you’ve struck the ball, mentally detach yourself from that
shot as soon as you see where the ball ends up. This is an essential
playing skill. Good or bad, the shot you just hit is over. There’s a
time to enjoy a good shot and get upset by a bad one, but that time
is not while you’re playing. Switch your thoughts immediately to
what you’re going to do next.
After the Good Drive

Here’s a thought for the time you hit an especially good drive.
On the next tee, you might be tempted to put a little more effort
into the shot to really knock the ball out there. Instead, think about
taking an easier swing. That will ensure that you don’t swing too
hard, which should allow you to replicate the swing you made on
the last hole.
The Intimidating Shot

One course I play has two par 3s on the back nine, each one
about the same length, both over water. Yet, one is an easy shot and
the other is a terror. The green on the first one has a pronounced
slope from front to back, so you can see the green pointing right at
you. All you have to do is stick the ball into it. Couldn’t be easier.
The green on the other one though, is level from front to back. You
can hardly see it from the tee. It’s a big green, the same size as the
first one, you hit the same club, it’s the same shot in every respect,
but because you can’t see the target, it’s a scary shot.
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When the architect uses design to mess with your mind,
change the design. If you don’t like the target in front of you, replace it in your mind with one to your liking. Replace that flat
green over the water with a sloped one. An iron is an iron, don’t let
what you see change that fact.
The Wheels Are Coming Off

It’s unusual for a technical flaw to appear suddenly. Most of
the time you start playing poorly because uncertainty, doubt, and
worry have entered your mind. These are some warning signs.
Long game: As you stand over the ball, you start thinking
about details—how to swing, how not to swing, where you don’t
want the ball to go, and so on. Solution: Convince yourself, in a
positive way, to just swing the club and let the results happen.
Around the green: Chips come up short because you’re getting too delicate and you decelerate the club as it comes into the
ball. Solution: Take a shorter stroke and pop the ball a little harder.
Hit the ball, don’t finesse it.
On the green: You pull your putter back after the ball has been
hit. Solution: Adopt the frame of mind that you will hold your follow
through. This will calm your mind and get you back to feeling the
stroke instead of worrying about the results.
Bad decisions: These can show up in any phase of the game.
You’re hitting the wrong shots or adopting a poor strategy for playing the hole. Solution: Calm your mind, forget about your score,
and counsel yourself to hit only the shots you can hit well.
SOCIAL RULES OF GOLF
Recreational golf is a social game. To enjoy golf to its fullest,
you need to learn and practice its social graces. People enjoy playing golf with you not based on your golfing skills, but based on
how comfortable they are having you in their group.
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A Few Social Rules of Golf

1. The most important accomplishment in recreational golf isn’t
having a low score, but being a good playing partner.
2. Keep the game moving. Get up to your ball without delay and
be ready to hit when it’s your turn.
3. Be quiet and don’t move or make noise when another player is
about to hit. Talking is noise. Playing with your bag is noise.
4. Always know where each player’s ball is so (a) you’re not in their
way, and (b) you know when it’s your turn to play.
5. Angry displays over a bad shot do nothing to help you play
better and create a chilling atmosphere for your playing partners. Everyone hits bad shots. Accept them and play on.
6. When someone is looking for their ball, hit your ball first, then help
them look. If you find it, leave it where it is. Don’t pick it up.
7. Play by the rules and keep an honest score.
8. Keep your cell phone turned off, if you need to bring it with
you at all.
Rules for the Green

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Do not step on the line of another player’s putt.
Repair ball marks—yours and one other.
Mark your ball if it’s near the line of another player’s putt.
When another player is putting, stand well away from their line
of play, both in front and to the side, and do not move.
Conceding putts: When someone concedes a short putt, take it—
do not putt it anyway. Never ask to have a putt conceded. Concede
short putts—a 3-footer isn’t short. “Inside the leather” is iffy.
When you’ll be putting last, take care of the flagstick for the player
putting first. When you hole out first, pick up the flagstick.
Lay the flagstick down on the green instead of dropping it.
Never rake the ball away near the cup. The hole isn’t finished
until you have sunk every putt that isn’t conceded.
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RULES OF FASTER PLAY
Even though you’re on the course for the enjoyment of the
surroundings and the company of your playing companions, it’s
not a gentle ramble through the park. The players in other groups
on the course and the ones playing with you want to play, not wait
for you to get out of their way so they can.
Tee to Green

1. One person should be teed up and ready to hit as soon as the
group in front is clear. If one member of your group is significantly longer off the tee than the others, and has to wait for the
fairway to clear, that person should let shorter hitters go first,
even with the honor.
2. Forget about honor on the tee. Whoever’s ready first hits first.
3. Be standing beside the tee box with your club in hand, ready to
go, as the player ahead of you is hitting.
4. Walk briskly down the fairway instead of ambling. Having a
conversation as you play doesn’t mean you get to crawl around
the course.
5. After another player has hit, walk up to your ball without
waiting for that player to walk up with you.
6. If you’re ready to hit, though you aren’t away, hit it.
7. Keep an extra ball in your pocket. If you lose one, you have only
to reach into your pocket for a new one, not rummage through
your bag.
8. It’s OK to hit if it looks like another player needs more time to
analyze his next shot.
On the Green

1. Read your putt as soon as you get to the green so you will be
ready when it’s your turn.
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2. When your first putt ends as a tap-in, putt out if you can do so
without stepping on someone else’s line.
3. If your ball isn’t in anyone’s way, mark it, clean it, and replace it
right away.
4. Leave the green when everyone has putted out. Save your conversation and score-keeping for the next tee.
5. Leave your clubs on the side of the green nearest the next tee—
never in front of the green, and especially not on the other
side.
The Basic Rules of Recreational Golf
Everybody I explain these rules to just loves them. Take them
seriously, but in the right way.
Rule 1: You can’t have fun unless you play well.
Rule 2: Your sense of self-worth is directly related to your score.
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Supporting Your Game
This chapter will present things you can do for your game

even when you’re not playing or practicing.
Document Your Swing

When you have had several good rounds in a row, make a
movie of your swing with a digital camera. This will serve as a reference for a time when your ball striking tails off. You can then make
another movie of your swing, and compare it to the reference movie to see where you got off track.
Photograph three swings—one with a 9-iron, one with a
5-iron, and one with a driver.
Use two cameras at the same time—one looking at you face
on from across the ball, the other one from your side looking down
toward the target. The front and side views match each other because they are images of the same swing.
Learn How Far Your Irons Fly

You hit approach shots close to the hole by knowing exactly
how far you hit each club. Here’s how to find that out.
96
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Take a bag of balls, your clubs, and a willing friend to a large,
vacant field. Select one club and hit a dozen shots. Have your friend
replace each ball on the spot where it landed. Hopefully, there will
be a tight pattern for each club that you can measure the distance
to. Ideally you would do this for every club, but at least do it from
your 7-iron through pitching wedge. Those are the clubs you can
stick it close with if you have their distances down pat.
Measure the distance to each cluster with a bicycle. Measure
the circumference of the tire and walk from the place where you hit
the balls to the center of each cluster, counting revolutions of the
tire as you go. Wrap some tape around the tire in one spot to make
it easy to count revolutions.
What you’ll determine isn’t the average distance you hit each
club, but the maximum distance. That’s a critical distinction. Suppose you hit your 8-iron 132 yards and your 7-iron 141 yards, and
you’re in the fairway 136 yards from the pin. You cannot hit your
8-iron. It won’t get there. Take out your 7-iron instead, grip down a
bit, and make a full swing. You should get a pin-high shot out of it.
Knowing how far you hit each club gives you flexibility in
your club selection, because we play golf in Nature and conditions
change. Being 145 yards from the green doesn’t always mean you’ll
use your 145-yard club.
Consider what happened to me one day. My 6-iron goes 151
yards, the 5-iron 160, and the 4-hybrid 174. I was 156 yards from
the center of the green, according to the sprinkler head. That meant
an easy 5-iron. But the pin was in the front of the green, not the
center, so I could get there with the 6.
It had been raining lately and the ground was wet, which
means you can’t trap the ball against the ground at impact very
well, and the ball won’t fly as far. Back to the 5-iron. But there was
a wind in my face. Two holes earlier I hit into the same wind and
the ball landed way short. I ended up hitting my 4-iron for a 148yard shot, which landed eight feet to the right, pin high. I sank the
birdie putt.
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Know Your Course

On my home course, there’s a long par 4 that turns right halfway out and goes up a hill for a 190-yard second shot. All you can
see from the fairway is the top of the pin. There’s no telling from
there where on the green the pin is, and it’s a deep green. And yet,
the pin and its location are visible from the tee. There’s a greenside
mound up there. If the pin rises out of the center of the mound, it’s
in back. If the pin is sticking out of the left downslope of the
mound, the pin is in front. (This is a two-level green, so the pin is
never in the center.) Golfers who have played the course for years
don’t know this.
The first time I play a course, I write down the club I used on
each tee. If that was the wrong choice, I write down the club that
would have been better. The second time I play the course I know
exactly what club to use and that’s one less decision to make. This
is especially important on par 3s.
On these holes, I mark down where the ball landed, what club
I used, from which set of tees, and where the tee markers were that
day in relation to the standard distance for that marker. After a
while, I will know what club will get me close to any pin position.
This takes the guesswork out of the shot.
If this is a course you play regularly, learn where everything is
located.
• If there’s water, how far is it from the tee?
• On dogleg holes, how far is it to the corner and how far is it
before you would drive through the fairway?
• How far from the tee are the fairway bunkers?
• Is there a spot you can shoot for to get extra roll or a better
lie for your second shot?
• On each green, where is it OK to miss and where should you
avoid a miss at all cost?
• Which pin locations can you see ahead of time as you make
your way around the course?
Put these things in a notebook you take with you when you play.
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On the par 5s, find out how far from the green certain landmarks are in the area where your drives typically land. Sprinkler
heads usually aren’t marked this far out. (One course I play has a
sprinkler head about 300 yards from the green on a par 5 labeled
Dreamer.) To get the ball into position for your third shot, it’s good
to know where you are as you plan your second shot.
Each course has its own personality in the sense that it asks you
to hit certain shots that others courses don’t. For example, the typical
height of the grass around the greens dictates the kind of chip shot
you’ll hit. The chip you’ve perfected on a course with fairway-high
grass might be useless on a course where the fringe is cut close and
smooth. On some courses, you’ll be hitting irons into most of the
greens. On others, you’ll be pitching in most of the time.
In any event, if a course presents you with shots you aren’t
good at, or aren’t used to hitting, change the way you play it so you
hit the shots you like.
Make a diagram of each green in that notebook you’re keeping. Put in notes on the general tilt of the green—back to front,
back left to front right, etc. Make notes about putts that break unexpectedly or don’t break when it looks like they should. You can
draw lines on the green chart and make a note beside it. For example,
LS means, looks left, goes straight.
Analyze Your Game

While you play, write down these three things on your scorecard for each hole: the number of full swings, the number of short
shots, and the number of putts. Make a note of penalty strokes and
recovery shots, but don’t include them into your counts. They show
up as the difference between your score for the hole and the sum of
the three shot categories you wrote down.
Ideally, the number of full shots you hit would total 36,
and the number of short shots plus putts would also total 36.
And do think of, and work on, your short game and your
putting together.
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If either of these totals is 40 or less, that part of the game is
going well for you by recreational standards. A total of 45 or more
shows that you need work on the practice tee or around the green.
If one of the numbers is consistently higher than the other, this tells
you what part of your game needs the most work.
You can analyze these three numbers more deeply by looking
at each hole. The number of full shots on a hole should equal par
minus two. If you’re taking more than that, is it because you’re
missing fairways or hitting bad shots from the fairway?
There should be no more than one short shot per hole. If there
are several, that shows your short shots aren’t hitting the green.
Short shots plus putts shouldn’t total more than three, and a few
twos would be nice to see. You don’t want to see more than one
three-putt green per side.
When you get home, write down and evaluate every shot, including those recovery shots and penalty strokes. Look at your list
and note the easy ones you just plain missed. Most often, these will be
short shots. That happens because you haven’t practiced them enough
for your best to come out under the pressure of play, when there’s only
one chance to get it right. If you find some, they are your top priorities
the next time you go to the range.
Note bad decisions. Either you hit the wrong shot, or hit the
right shot, but with the wrong club. These mistakes come from a
lack of experience. Write down what you did, what you should
have done, and remember it, to avoid making that mistake again.
I’ll bet you can find at least three shots per side you didn’t need to
lose that had little to do with deficient shotmaking skills. You can
improve that much just by becoming a better thinker.
Finally, note the shots that didn’t come out well because your
concentration wasn’t sharp. Notice where in the round they occurred. After a few rounds you might find there is a pattern of your
concentration faltering around holes 6–8, for example, or after
you’ve had a few bad holes. Do what you have to to fix that, but
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you might find that just going through this analysis will help you
concentrate better the next time you play.
Measure Your Putting Ability

Record the length in feet of every putt you hit. You can step
off the length of your first putt when you walk to where the ball
ended up. Step off the length of the second putt when you walk to
the hole to get your ball. Add that length to the length of the first
putt (assuming it was short) to get its total length.
Divide the total length of all the putts you hit in the round by
the length of all putts hit after the first putt on each green. A quotient of 10 or higher is good putting.
Example: On the first three greens, you had putts of 23 and 2
feet, 8 feet, and 47, 6, and 1 foot—a two-putt green, a one-putt
green, and a three-putt green. The total length of all putts is 87 feet.
The total length of all remaining putts is 9 feet (2+6+1). The ratio
is 87 divided by 9, or 9.67. If you had made that 6-footer, the ratio
would have been 10.75. Darn those three-putt greens!
How to Get the Most Out Of a Lesson

Throughout the book I’ve suggested when it would be beneficial to have lessons. Here’s how to get the most out of one.
First, be smart about scheduling it. The worst time to schedule
a lesson is if you’re going to play later that day or even the next day.
Taking a lesson detaches you from one habit and attempts to attach
you to another one. When you’re adrift between habits, don’t play,
unless you don’t care too much what your score is for a while.
I had a lesson once where the pro pointed out that my left
shoulder was too far forward at address. I worked for a few days on
getting it back to square, but it still felt funny, because it was not
my habit. Two days later I played 18 holes and my tee shots were
phenomenal—long and dead center or a bit to the left. I never
once saw the right side of the fairway off the tee.
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Irons, however, were a different story. I just couldn’t get the
club down to hit the ball off the ground. I had only one good iron
shot all day. But that was OK. I expected there would be something
that wouldn’t work and I just played the best I could, knowing that
when I finally got the new address position figured out, I would
start hitting every shot much better.
When you’re scheduling your lesson, the pro is going to ask
you what you want to work on. Have an answer, the more specific
the better. That way, your pro can start looking for the answer to
your problem from the very start and make the most of the halfhour you’re going to be together.
I had a lesson once to solve an annoying problem. The way I
was playing at the time, my 9-iron was money, my 6-iron was OK,
and my driver was this thing in my hands. The question? How do
I hit each club as well as my 9-iron? The pro gave me the answer
and the problem cleared up in a half-hour because I told him exactly what I wanted to know.
Arrive for your lesson about 15 minutes early to pay for it and
warm up. Hit some balls so you’re ready when the pro steps up to
the tee to help you. Resist any urge to start fixing the problem
yourself during the warm up. All you’re doing is getting loose. You
want the pro to see how you normally swing.
When you hire a teacher, he or she is working for you. Tell
your pro how you learn best. Do you want the pro to demonstrate
so you can copy what you see? Do you respond best to verbal
descriptions? Do you need to hit lots of shots in order to turn the
instruction into doing? Do you want technical explanations or do
you want to hear how the right move feels? Every pro has a teaching style, but you have a learning style. There needs to be an
understanding on both sides as to how the lesson is going to work
in this regard. Don’t be shy about bringing this up. A good teacher
will allow you to take the lead in these matters.
A teacher-student relationship is 50–50. The teacher teaches
and the student learns. Your pro will bring all his or her knowledge
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and experience to bear on teaching you. During a lesson, be equally
committed as a learner. This means:
1. When the teacher is talking, listen. Don’t trade ideas on swing
theory unless the pro asks you about it. Avoid having a conversation with the pro to show off how much you know. You’re
there to listen to someone who knows (the pro), not someone
who doesn’t (you).
2. When the pro says to do “this,” then do “this” to the best of your
ability. It might feel uncomfortable, but new movements are
uncomfortable—that’s part of learning.
3. Take yourself out of the lesson. If you do what you’re told, but
add something else of your own, you won’t know what caused
the results you get.
4. When you don’t understand, speak up. Ask briefly for clarification or for a demonstration. But then listen to the explanation
and watch the demonstration. Focus on being able to do what
the pro wants you to do.
5. When you learn a new movement you’ll probably hit some
clinkers. That’s all right. Keep trying to do what you’re being
asked to do and let the pro be the one who decides what, if any,
corrections to make.
6. When the lesson is almost over, ask for a few drills that you can
use to practice the points you have been working on, if the pro
hasn’t given you some already. Drills are vital to learning new
movements. You’re retraining your subconscious mind to make
a new movement correctly. Drills isolate that movement so you
can repeat it until it’s learned
7. After the lesson is over, there should still be some balls in front
of you. Hit them all. Work on what the pro taught you. Work
on your drills. Work on getting the ideas you were given into
your head and into your body while the instruction is still fresh.
Practice again every day for a week or so in order to remember
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what you learned. Without constant practice, you’ll ease back
into the old habit you’re trying to replace.
Don’t be discouraged if you don’t get it completely in your
half-hour lesson. You might need several lessons and lots of practice
to learn what to do. When we have a habit, our mind pulls us in
the direction of that habit regardless of our best intentions. That’s
why lessons are hard sometimes.
Finally, remember that in a lesson the pro just points the way.
The responsibility for improvement lies with you.
A Golf Library

When you forget your fundamentals, a little advice, rather
than a lesson, might be all you need. The books listed below can
give you reminders that will help you keep your game on track and
focus your practice. By having these books handy, you’re way ahead
of the game.
Armour, Tommy. 1959. A Round of Golf with Tommy Armour.
The classic book on course management for the recreational golfer.
Boomer, Percy. 1946. On Learning Golf. The very first book on
how to be a feel player. Referred to and relied on by teachers even
today. Get this book and study it.
Faldo, Nick. 1995. A Swing for Life. An excellent book about
building your swing. It gives you a clear description of the essentials of the golf swing and drills to build them into yours. Though
never known as a great putter, Faldo’s advice on putting is as useful
as anything else in the book.
Floyd, Raymond. 1998. The Elements of Scoring. There is little
technique discussed here. Rather, how to get the ball in the hole.
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Jones, Robert Tyre. 1992. Bobby Jones on Golf. No other book
is as eloquent and to the point as this one. At first, it reads like a
book of reflections, but there is serious instruction here. The better
golfer you are, the more it means to you.
Middlecoff, Cary. 1974. The Golf Swing. A study of the development of the golf swing from Harry Vardon to Jack Nicklaus. The
chapters titled “Your Swing” and “Some Personal Reflections”
should be memorized.
Nelson, Byron. 1976. Shape Your Swing the Modern Way. This
book is a gold mine of instruction on every phase of the game.
Ghostwriter Larry Dennis says his interviews with Nelson produced enough material to fill three books the size of this one. Well,
where are the other two?
Penick, Harvey. 1992. Harvey Penick’s Little Red Book. It reads
like a string of homilies, but its simplicity belies its depth. The
golfer who is advancing can read the same chapter and get something new out of it each time.
Runyan, Paul. 1979. The Short Way to Lower Scores. A thorough discussion of the short game by one of its few masters. Precise, opinionated, authoritative.
Saunders, Vivien. 2000. The Golf Handbook for Women. This is
the book for recreational golfers. She tells you how to do everything, in clear language. If you have a problem, she offers a fix in
two sentences and a drill. It’s the one book you really need to have
(especially you, guys, despite the title).
Tohei, Koichi, 2001. Ki in Daily Life. This is the sourcebook
on how to unify mind and body and apply it to your daily life,
which includes, but is not limited to, golf.
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Summary
We’ve covered a lot of ground in the preceding pages. You’ve

learned about using your mind on the course, and how to think
your way around the course. You’ve learned how to hit the ball
straight, get it on the green from close range, and putt out quickly.
Along the way, you’ve gotten a number of exercises you can use to
improve your skills in these last three areas. There are so many of
them, and there is so much to learn, that you might be wondering
where you should start.
All the exercises in the book are listed below in the order I suggest you learn them. There are six exercises I would recommend
every golfer practice regularly.
Start with the Tempo Exercise and work on it daily for as long
as it takes to find yourself repeating what you did on the previous
day. At that point, move on to the Impact Exercise, to develop an inline swing at the proper tempo. Practice the Baseboard Exercise to get
your swing started in line. Finish with the Sweet Spot Exercise for your
putting.
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When you get to the range, you can work on the two range
exercises, one for your swing, and one for putting.
For Every Golfer
At home			

At the range

Tempo (p. 15)			
Impact (p. 18)			
Baseboard (p. 32)
Sweet spot (p. 44)

Alignment (p. 30)
Circle, with bottle (p. 54)

If you want to refine certain parts of your game go to the lists
below and work on the exercises in the listed order. These exercises are
in addition to the ones listed above, which should be in your practice
routine no matter what else you are practicing at the moment.
To improve your swing

To improve your putting

TV (p. 24)			
Stance and posture (p. 28)		
Coin (p. 31)			
Finish (p. 33)			
120 swings (p. 39)			
			
			
			

Mechanics (p. 53)
Hula hoop (p. 55)
Reading greens (p. 57)
Random distance (p. 55)
Putting clock (p. 56)
Line (p. 53)
Rolling the ball (p. 56)
Two putts (p. 56)

…To improve your short game
Air chip (p. 65)
Greenside chip (p. 63)
Standard pitch (p. 72)
Hard chip (p. 71)
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What follows is a summary of the most important points in the
book. Make them a part of your game and you will play better.
1. The prime rule of good golf is:
Be at peace with the shot you’re about to hit.
If you get nothing else out of this book, get this. (p. 10–11)
2. Tempo and rhythm affect every shot. After you have done the
Tempo Exercise with your driver, hit some putts and then some
standard pitches with this tempo. Use the same tempo and
rhythm for every shot, from drive to putt. (p. 13–15)
3. Learn the dynamic positioning of your body as it moves through
impact, and do the Impact Exercise regularly to maintain that
feeling. (p. 16–18)
4. These three parts of the setup will improve your shotmaking
more than you can imagine. They’re easy to practice and they
require no skill to master, just careful attention before the shot:
		
Grip pressure (p. 24)
		
Aim and alignment (p. 29–30)
		
Ball position (p. 30–31)
		
Add to them a high, balanced finish (p. 33).
5. Practice every day at home. Do the Tempo Exercise, the Impact
Exercise, hit a few putts, and a few chips. You can run through all
of that in a few minutes. Do the 120 Swings Exercise once a week.
Hit the range once a week and spend most of your time on the
practice green (below). That’s all it takes to stay in a groove.
6. Spend two-thirds of your practice time at the range, by the clock,
on and around the putting green. On the practice mat, think
short irons and standard pitches. Cool it with the driver. (p. 54)
7. On the course, play the shot that will put the ball in the best
position for the next shot. If you can’t hit that shot, play one you
can that leaves you a workable next shot. Apply this rule off the
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tee, off the fairway, and around the green. Another way of saying
this is to play the shot you can hit, not the shot you want to hit.
(p. 78–79)
8. Strive to play well, but don’t let that become more important
than making the people you’re playing with glad that they played
with you. (p. 92–93)
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Index
Page numbers in boldface
indicate illustrations
Aim and alignment
putting, 52
swing, 29–30
Air chip, 63–65, 68
Alexander, F. Matthias, 8
Anger, 93
Back, protecting, 37
Balance, 25, 28
Ball, marking, 81–82
Ball flight chart, 4
Ball position
air chip, 63
greenside chip, 61
hard chip, 65
putt, 45
standard pitch, 71
swing, 30–31
Blow–up holes, avoiding, 88–89
Boomer, Percy, 8
Bottle, putting at, 54–55
Breaking 100 (or 90, or 80),
how to, 89
Bunkers, 74–75
Caddy, be your own, 90–91
Cell phones, 93
Chipping, 61–66, 71, 67–69
Club selection
air chip, 63
greenside chip, 62
hard chip, 66
iron method, 60
irons, 97
par 3s, 84
putter method, 60
standard pitch, 72
tee shots, 85–86
Concentration
analyzing, 100–101
defined, 11
developing, 12
losing, 11, 92
Els, Ernie, 13
Faster play, 94–95

Finish
putt, 48
short game, 62, 64, 66, 72
swing, 33, 34–35
Forward press, 31
Fundamentals
impact, 16–18
setup, 12
tempo and rhythm, 13–15
calm mind, 8–12
Game plan, 79
Golf course, what to know, 98–99
Greenside chip, 61–63, 67
Grip
forming, 22–23
position on club, 24
pressure, 24
putting, 45, 49
Hard chip, 65–66, 71, 69
Impact
exercise, 16–18, 17
importance of, 16
Intimidating shots, 91–92
Irons
how far you hit them, 96–97
how to hit, 86
Key holes, 83–84
Lesson
how to take, 101–104
when to take, 19, 21, 74, 76, 77
Long hitters, playing with, 90
Metronome
and rhythm, 15
and tempo, 14
Mind
before hitting a shot, 5, 10–11, 40, 90
planning a shot, 9–10
putting, 52
setup and, 12
short game, 61
swing thoughts, 90
visualization, 10
See also: Concentration
Mind and body coordination
meaning of, 8–9
applications, 9–11, 52, 61
Notebook, 98–99
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Par, personal, 79
Posture, 25, 28
Practice
amount, 2–3
guidelines, 2
mind and technique, 5
plans, 107
Price, Nick, 13
Putting
ability, measuring, 101
alignment spot, 52
charge or die, 87
going to school, 88
greens
		 how to read, 50–52
		 learning to read, 57–58
grip, 45, 49
mind and, 42, 52, 53
practice, 53–58, 55, 56
putter, selecting, 42–43
routine, 52–53
setup, 44–45, 46–47
stroke, 48, 50
sweet spot, 43–44
tempo, 15
Rhythm
defined, 13
determining, 15
Rough
around the green, 73
fairway, 87
Round, analyzing, 100
Rules, official, 82–83
Runyan, Paul, 44
Scorecard, marking, 99
Setup, 12
air chip, 63–64
greenside chip, 61
hard chip, 65
putt, 45, 46–48
standard pitch, 71
swing, 21–31, 26–27
Short game
Four Basic Shots, 60–73
general strategy, 87
new shot, learning, 76–77
rough, 73
sand, 74–75
specialty shots, 75–76
Social rules, 92–93

Stance and posture, 24–29, 26–27
Standard pitch, 71–72, 70
Start of swing, 31–32
Strategy
general, 78–79
short game, 87
Sun at your back, 86
Swing
documenting, 96
thoughts, 90
Tees, selecting, 80–81
Tempo
defined, 13
determining, 14
practicing, 15
putting, 48
Tinkering, 41, 58
Trees, getting out of, 66–67
Tohei, Koichi, 8–9
Uneven lies, 86
Visualization, 10
Warm–up, 80
Weight distribution, 25
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About the Author

Bob Jones, called Bobby as a child, took up golf in the late
1950s and didn’t understand why everyone asked him if he was
going to play like Bobby Jones.
Like many men do, he put the game aside as a young adult to
raise his family and pursue his working career, picking up the sticks
again a few years before retirement. He is grateful for the head start
he got in his youth.
Bob plays golf once a week and hits the range twice a week,
but practices at home daily on a mat he bought when a driving
range closed, hitting plastic balls through an opening he pruned in
the apple tree that dominates his backyard.
Bob has studied Mind and Body Coordination with the
Oregon Ki Society since 1982. He takes periodic trips to Japan for
further study, and teaches weekly classes in Salem, Oregon.
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